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Bridge of Reckoning
Pontius Florentine
(circa. 2087) I
"A juristruct unique to the Pontius system, the Bridge of
Reckoning was employed by the royal house of Florentine
for over two thousand years. It acted as a court of appellate
pleas for the entire nation-state. What made it unusual was
the fact that, while the coujt was manned by humanoid
administrators, thejudges were composed entirely of
Krackenmen, a race of sea-dwelling piscathenes. In ancient
times, the kings of Florentine managed after centuries of
bloody conquest to forge a peace between the planet's
warring nations. A judicial arbiter was desperately needed to
settle the thousands of disputes which had arisen during the
wars. The only truly objective party the kings could findwas
the Krackenmen, who were utterly disinterested in the
territorial squabbles of the land-based species. In trade for an
agreement that mankind would no longer fish the
Krackenmen's waters, they in turn agreed to sit asjudges in
the unified nation-state's courts."
-Peter Phipps, J.D., Curator, Pontine-Centrum Exhibits
/
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Well, after a ten-month delay we're finally back in business.
As I've said before in these pages, for those of us with an interest in the law and a science fiction bent, there
is nothing quite so satisfying as sitting around a coffee table and speculating on the future disposition of
jurisprudence. And that's really what this journal is: a coffee table. A simple meeting place where you and I and
countless others can debate the multiplicity of issues surrounding law, society, politics, fantasy and science. To
invoke that most hoary of legal adages, this our marketplace of ideas.
Personally, I am captivated by the concept of how the law will evolve after we make contact with alien
species; how our commercial, industrial and political nexus with these aliens will impact both our laws and theirs.
For others, the myriad possibilities concerning race and gender or fundamental human/non-human rights provide the
greatest attraction. Yet others find fascination in attempting to develop coherent, internally-consistent interstellar
legal systems, based on foreign social structures, alien cultures and vastly different physiologies.
What ever your tastes, you are welcome here ...
We're holding a chair for you at the table.
John E. Rogers, Jr.
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The Kingman Cattle Drive Trial'
The People
Plaintiff and Respondent
v. Hector Mendoza
Defendant and Appellant
No. F0985472
(PIeve City Crim. Ct. No. 47723-g)
Hedelphi Supreme Court of Appeal
By OBRETT, ASSOCIATE mSTICEii
The Facts detailed summary of the occurrences presaging the trial.
The reason for this is two-fold. First, the story itself is epic
in proportion and well worth reading. Second, to gain the
proper perspective regarding the decisions made by the
To fully comprehend the case and statutory law
analysis to follow, a complete understanding of the facts
regarding this matter is necessary. Provided below is a
i'With grateful thanks to Red River and Lonesome Dove.
jj Richard L. "Dick" Obrett is actually a sole practitioner in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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defendant, in this case more than any other, a sense of the
desperateness of the situation is absolutely crucial.
[]
On Thursday, March 22, 2195, at 5:23 a.m., the
one hundred thousand ton intrasystem cargohauling shuttle
DiamondStar was forced to make an unscheduled
emergency landing at Trieste, a small industrial port on
Hiuja 5. Hiuja 5 was, and is still, an unsettled frontier
planet on the edge of the Gem Uhat Crescent.
At the time, the DiamondStar was freighting
down-system four thousand head of biocrafted megacattle
to the Union Blasthead at Ridge Delta, an artificially-
created transtellar jumpgate. Megacattle represent tile
latest development in bovine genetic manipulation. Each
specimen is some seven meters at shoulder, weighs in the
neighborhood of twelve tons and yields nearly fifteen
hundred kilograms of protein-rich, nelix-inhibitor-free
beef. The meat is, from all evidence presented to the court,
prized throughout this sector. iii
These cattle were en route from the Kingman
Ranch, a major livestock production facility on Perry's
World. The entire herd. was scheduled for cryogenic stasis
launch on Sunday. Their ultimate destination was to have
been Mars, a minor drycolony in Sol space.
The herd had been in transit for six days when,
due to a level-D malfunction" in the nuclear-prompting
motor, the DiamondStar diverted its course and made the
unexpected surfacefall at Trieste. The resulting
maintenance delay lasted 48 hours. During that time,
squads of Unionmechsinspected and repaired the shuttle's
thermodynamic powergrid.
Early Saturday morning, disregarding satellite-
based weather cautionaries, the captain of the
DiamondStar, one Susan Branscom Moriarty, elected to
chance a lift-off. The winter storm season had set-in on
Hiuja 5 and exterior winds were reaching speeds of 300
kilometers per hour. 'According to tile testimony of the
starport's Union superintendent, Moriarty was under
extreme pressure from. her directors at the Stargate to
conclude her transport and pick-up new cargo on
Hedelphi.v
iii See Large-Scale Bovine BioMechanics, Ursula H.
Killkanan, Univ. ofYpres Foundation (2145) for more
information on megacattle and their genesis.
iv "A level-D malfunction is one concerning the
combustion-socket rotors of the nuclear-prompter. Left
unattended, it will contaminate the link attachment and
cripple the main engine's timing computer." Anderson's
MotorDeck Crisis Manual, Sara Anderson & Trent Dering,
Ballantine-Dell-Univ. of Chicago Press Cong., (2187).
v The extent and nature of this pressure was never fully
determined in court. The Union denied any activity on
their part which might have caused the captain to disregard
the safety of her ship, crew and passengers.
The DiamondStar took off from Trieste at 4:43
a.m. that Saturday. It climbed smoothly, under full thrust,
to an estimated altitude of 5000 meters. At that point, so
far as can be ascertained, a subthermal windfunnel,
clocked by the Union's orbital imaging system at 500
knots, caught it and spun it out of control.
The shuttle, all one hundred thousand tons,
sixteen Union crewmen, four thousand head of cattle,
twenty Kingman Ranch cowhands and twenty-eight paying
passengers, crashed some forty minutes later.
The impact killed the entire bridge crew and
destroyed the forward sections of the shuttle.
Compugraphic re-enactments of the crash, combined with
extensive trajectorial and metallurgical studies conducted
by the Eridian Naval Engineering Corps," were entered
into evidence at trial. They showed how the shuttle, an
overly massive ceramic and polyalloidal space vessel not
designed to function in severe, heavy gravity weather
conditions, broke apart just before colliding with the
ground. The six stasis pods containing the cattle and the
voyage's few dozen passengers separated from the main
flight chassis and drifted downward at a much slower rate
of speed. Each had a plume of exhaust port parachutes
which activated at the moment of disengagement. The
shuttle itself hit tile side of a small mountain and virtually
disintegrated in a matter of seconds. According to ground
search units, no section of the main chassis larger than five
meters in breadth was ever discovered.
The pods fell within a two kilometer radius;
mostly along on the shores of a frozen lake. Two dropped
into the lake, smashed through tile ice, and plunged to a
depth of approximately nine hundred meters. There they
imploded, killing the five hundred head and thirteen
passengers housed inside.
The four remaining landed safely.
However, less than a quarter of an hour after
touch-down, life support systems -- including the heaters,
oxygen-brushers, lights, beacons, water and food storage
bins, and radiometric transmitters -- failed on all of the
pods. Testimony by the chief designers of the shuttle,
Kayserfrynamics," would later reveal that their emergency
systems operated off a series of batteries situated under the
floorgrids. It turned out these cells had been out of
viThe Eridians were the first major power to arrive at Hiuja
5. They came in response to a general-band emergency
transmisson sent by the Union superintendent at Trieste.
Their massive inverse-gravimetric ships had little trouble
landing in the storm conditions. And their field troops, at
three tons a piece, were able to comb the wreckage despite
the fierce winter winds.
viiIt should be noted, however, that the KayserDynamic
pods functioned above and beyond the call of duty in the
sense that they stayed intact at touch-down despite the fact
they each held over five times their listed critical weight
capacity.
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commission for so many years, the batteries simply no
longer held any charge.
The pods were dead.
So, in the roaring stormwinds of that morning, the
survivors took stock of their situation.
It was not good.
Of the forty-eight registered passengers, thirty-
five were still alive.
Radio communications were impossible. None of
the amplified radios needed to contact Trieste or any other
sizable enclave were functioning. They required the power
of the emergency batteries to transmit. The mini radios
located aboard the intact pieces of individual machinery
were not strong enough to penetrate the dense storm
activity.
In addition to all that; since winter had set-in on
Hiuja 5, external temperatures were running at about five
to ten degrees below zero Fahrenheit. Winds were blowing
around the clock at nearly gale force.
The Kingman Ranch employees comprised the
majority of the survivors. They were, by all accounts, a
rugged lot; primarily cattle-rounders and wildcat engineers
from Endicott Basin and the planets in the Ren Circle.
Men and women who knew their way around bars, cattle
and rough country.viii
They were supervised by one Hector Mendoza, a
short, slow-speaking ex-Vaquero from one of the lower
dust-bowl worlds. Mendoza was voted de facto leader of
the survivors that morning. A seasoned cattleman with
twenty years' experience in mass-herd management,
Mendoza realized immediately that the megacattle would
not last more than a day locked in the podholds. Without
food or sunlight, they would perish - and the Kingman
family, his employer - would likely lose their landhold on
Perry's World. Such was the magnitude of the herd in
question. It signified a major, uninsured gamble by the
Kingman family".
If this sale fell through, the ranchers stood to lose
everything.
That consideration, coupled with the knowledge
that tile winter storm would only worsen as tile snows set-
in, compelled Mendoza to make a momentous decision.
His options were limited. He could stay in the
proximity of the wreck, his men starving, his cattle dying,
his fortunes dwindling, and await a rescue no one was
certain would come. He and his team could set out for one
of the mining camps. The nearest, a Con-Amalgamated
viii Readers interested in learning more about the lives of
these people should see StarCountry Wranglers, Jesse Hart,
Pleda-Druan Imprints (2110).
ix According to the testimony of Hank Kingman, general
manager of the Kingman Ranch, the board of directors had
wagered everything on this transaction. The ranch had
been badly damaged by severe floods on Perry's World,
and had lost several thousand head to SpinniVirus in the
past two years.
deepscrew plait-stretch derrick cluster, was almost six
hundred kilometers distant. More importantly, according to
the geomaps his crew had salvaged from the pods, it was (j
unsuited to his needs. The few existing human outposts on .,
Hiuja 5, outside of Trieste, were primarily small, quasi-
automated mining colonies similar to Con-Amalgamated's.
None had the manpower or storage facilities to house even
one hundred head of over-sized cattle, let alone four
thousand.
Or, he could strike for Trieste ...
Given those alternatives, there was only one real
choice. He had to get the cattle to the starport at Trieste
before the winter ice, the severe cold and the thousand
other alien unknowns exterminated them. The extensive
subterranean holding pens at Trieste, where the cattle had,
in fact, been stored during the repair .hiatus, were
Mendoza's only hope: There he could sit and wait for
relief from the Ranch headquarters.
There was only one problem with this choice.
Trieste lay 500 kilometers northeast, across a vast,
unsettled veldt.x
An enterprise of this magnitude had never been
mounted on Hiuja 5. Outdoor unprotected traffic was
seldom if ever attempted. The atmosphere, while
breathable, was highly component-abrasive and, given
enough exposure, would start to degrade the lung tissue of
both men and cattle. The winter climate was severe. The
land almost indescribably rugged. The native fauna
aggressive, predatory and hostile.
Moreover, his men had only the limited supply of
hoverbikes, solo flightpacks and twintreads they had
managed to dig out from under the pods' individual
subholds.
Luck had provided one other asset, however.
Haverlock's Arabian Show Horses, Inc., based on Proxima
Secundus, had, also purchased space aboard the
DiamondStar. Sixteen of their thoroughbred race horses I
had survived the crash. Elizabeth Hawkinsxi, one of the co-
x "The scar basin veldt situated sothwest of what is now
Trieste is certainly the most remote, difficult to traverse
expanse on Hiuja 5. Even with multi-tracks, bulldozers and
helicopters, my expedition encountered major obstacles.
The landscape is riddled with sharp canyons, dozens of
minor mountain ranges, fast-flowing run-off creeks, dense
vegetation, and a host of predators. Roving packs of
Uchoma, extremely intelligent tundra felines - some a
meter at shoulder and all capable of reaching sixty or
seventy kpm in bursts - harried my outriders the entire
journey,"
An Explorer's Recollection of the Worlds of the
Gem Dhat Crescent.
Lord Nigel Hawthorne-Smythe, Crown
Press (2084) ~
xi Hawkins and Hector Mendoza would later marry.
Together they would go on to start the famed stables on
PanGellis.
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owners of the 'Haverlock stables, and five of her
competition riders, were among the human survivors. A
veteran of the intersystem steeplechase circuit, Hawkins
contended that she and her riders could help manage the
cattle on the drive.
Of the Kingman employees, only Mendoza had
equestrian skills. He had ridden Tretogs" on Hedelphi as a
child.
It was decided then and there that Hawkins and
her contingent would ride the herd. The Arabians were
highly-strung, mostly unbroken and hot-tempered. But they
could take a saddle.
Mendoza would split his time between stints on
horseback to monitor the flow of the herd and manning the
outfit's makeshift combus, a four-ton diesel twintread.
The rest of the team, twenty-eight men and
women, would operate the various support machines.
So, in the pre-dawn hours of the morning of
Saturday, March 24, 2195, the cowboys of Kingman's
Ranch, led by Hector Guillermo Mendoza, the professional
steeplechase riders of Haverlock's Stables, plus nine other
survivors, started the first real cattle drive in over one
hundred years.
The rest of the story is history. The actual, event-
by-event narrative of the cattle drive is simply too
enormous to detail in this mononote: the stampedes, the
lightning-fast nighttime raids by packs of Uchoma -- a
breed of highly intelligent, carnivorous plains cat, the
horrendous mechanical problems, the heroic sacrifices, the
river-crossings, the howling windstorms, the
foodscrounging, the hunting, the camaraderie, the rising-
to-the-occasion by the men, the women, and - most of all -
the horses, the death, the hasty, barren-tundra funerals, the
alien sun overhead, the foreign stars at night, the blackness
after sunset.
Mendoza's team crossed five hundred kilometers
of violent, uncharted alien territory in thirty days. In that
time period, he lost fourteen people: five to the Uchomas,
three to accidents, two to frostbite, one to fever -- and three
he had to execute.
The crux of this article, and indeed of the trial it is
based upon, is these executions.
Thirteen days into the drive things looked
particularly bleak. Mendoza had already lost four of his
xii "Tretog: a thick-bodied relative of the camel. Most
specimens weigh approximately 500 kgs and stand two
meters. They were used almost exclusively for goat and
sheep herding on the more primitive planets of the frontier.
Though typically docile, they were known to occasionally
"turn;' on their riders. Use of Tretogs has decreased
dramatically in the past decade, primarily because of their
short life spans, slow gait and unpredictability." Alice
Turner, Herd Steeds: A Systemwide Overview, Gate-
McMillan Press (2095).
team: Maggie Yamazuki, Hawkins' lead rider, had been
pulled down in a creek by a solitary Uchoma; Alan
Marbury, the cook, had died of a high, sudden-onset fever;
Sipp G'Likke, a non-human employee who flew one of the
, solo flightpacks, had frozen to death while in the air and
crashed directly into the middle of the herd, causing a
stampede; and, lastly, Hillary Collins, another skilled rider,
had fallen and died of injuries suffered therefrom.
William D. Peterson, known as "Smack" to the
men, confronted Mendoza about the course the drive had
taken since they had departed. He advocated an immediate
return to the crash site. There, he contended, the team
could make it through the winter by eating the cattle and
sheltering in the wreckage. Two other employees, Gene
Lee and Sally Durelli, both long-time Kingman workers,
sided with Peterson.
Peterson was a well-known malcontent in the
ranks of the Kingman company.
Mendoza reiterated his commitment to getting the
cattle to Trieste. But he announced that anyone who
wanted to turn back would be given five head, trailfood and
a firearm.
Only Peterson, Lee and Durelli chose to turn back.
Mendoza issued them fifteen head, three
revolvers, two 50 kilogram bags of meal and a decadrum of
treated water.
Peterson put up a fight, claiming he deserved
more, and that he should be the one leading the drive,
since he had seniority, having worked for the Kingman
family for eighteen years. Mendoza, to his credit, permitted
a vote on the matter.
It came out 13 to 3 against Peterson (Mendoza did
not cast a ballot).
Peterson and his two partners left the trail camp
that evening.
Two days later, a solo flightpack and a
rangerifle'" were stolen from the repair corral. The next
morning, a decadrum of water was missing from the
victual stores.
That night, Elliot Samro, the oldest of the
. survivors, was shot to death guarding the horses. Three of
the Arabians were taken.
Mendoza organized a posse. He was certain
Peterson was behind the thefts and the killing. In the pre-
dawn hours of Wednesday, April 9, 2195, five searchers set
out from the camp. Two were airborne, wearing solo
flightpacks. Three were on the ground, one in a twintread,
two on horseback.
Ten hours later, the searchers located Peterson's
party. They had taken refuge in a series of caves atop a
xiii "Johnson-Moeller Rangerifle: a .63-calibre, sling-held,
concussion-suppressed, recoiless, field weapon, used by
light infantry, and often employed as a safety tool by
settlors on the frontier." Lodor's Guide to Portable
Artillery. Sir Frederick D. Lodor, Binann Repoduction
(2172).
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small hillock some nine kilometers from the herd.
Communicating with his men by short-span radio,
Mendoza ordered them to pin the party down and await
reinforcements.
But before Mendoza's group could fully encircled
the hillock, a firefight broke out. Peterson, using the stolen
rangerifle, targeted a member of the posse still in the air.
On his third shot, he struck the woman, Jennifer Huang,
killing her instantly and causing her pack to explode 400
meters above ground.
Open firing commenced at that point. The four
searchers took up positions at the base of the hillock and
peppered the summit with small arms fire. Peterson
mounted the rangerifle on a tripod and began directing a
continuous salvo downwards at the posse.
In the course of this exchange, yet another
searcher was killed. Brian Vance, one of the saddlemen,
tried to cross an open stretch to rehitch his horse, which
had come free and was running blindly through the snow.
Vance was tom apart by rangerifle bullets.
An hour later, Mendoza and four others arrived.
Three hours after that, Peterson and his partners
were captured, unhurt.
Back at the trail camp, Mendoza again faced a
difficult decision. What should he do with the thieves?
They had killed three members of the drive. And, they had
destroyed a solo flightpack.
Peterson demanded that they be taken along and
turned over to the Union authorities at Trieste. He
maintained that he and his party had done what they had
done out of self-preservation, that Mendoza had sentenced
them to death by forcing them leave the herd with so few.
provisions.
Hawkins, who in Vance had lost one of her best
riders, contended that Peterson's motives were now
irrelevant. He and his crew had taken the lives of three
drivesmen. They either had to be brought along, as
prisoners, to be prosecuted for murder, or left on the trail
with one head, no weapons and a bag of meal.
Mendoza was in a conundrum. If he left
Peterson's party without proper provisions, he was, truly,
sentencing them to death. If he left them with too much
stores, they could conceivably present another threat to the
drive.
Bringing them along was virtually out of the
question. The drivesman, the outriders and the support
teams were too beleaguered now to also act as guards. .
The situation had become almost untenably
desperate. The freezing cold was breaking down the
equipment and killing the horses, which had to be fully
blanketed at even the slightest pause.
So, as the sun dropped below the ragged horizon
on that evening, the evening of Wednesday, April 9, 2195,
Mendoza reached a private decision, alone in his tent.
He would, without the consent of the rest of the
drivesmen, execute the prisoners. It was the only humane
thing to do. Leaving them on the trail was worse than
shooting them. They would either be frozen to death, or
ripped to pieces by the Uchoma.
Further, there was the issue of justice. Vance,
Huang and Samro had all been well-liked a~ong the
riders. Mendoza was afraid that a failure to impart justice
here would damage his leadership - in his eyes, the only
thing keeping the drive going.
He called a meeting next to the immense fire in
the center of the trail camp.
The prisoners were brought forth.
Mendoza explained to the onlookers; twenty
exhausted, shivering men and women; that what he was
about to do was, his own decision, and he would bear
complete responsibility for it.
Then he apologized to Peterson, Lee and Durelli,
saying he wished there was' another way. After those
words, without any delay, he drew his own sidearm and
shot each one of them.
The onlookers stared; too surprised and too tired
to respond. Only Hawkins reacted. She embraced Mendoza
and, from the testimony of several of the drivesmen, began
to weep.
Since the ground was too frozen to permit burial,
the bodies were burned on tundrawood pyres.
Two weeks later, on April 23, 2195, the herd, the
surviving drivesmen, horses, twintreads, hoverbikes and
airborne solo flightpackers, emerged from the forests south ~
of Trieste. Outriders reached the BubbleDome just before
noon, pounding on the steel outer doors with the butts of
their rifles.
The drive had been successful. 3200 head had
lived. Out of the 35 survivors of the initial shuttle crash, 21
were still alive.
Later, after inspectors from the sector police
arrived, the executions were revealed. At first, there was
some confusion as to what crime, if any, I had been
committed.
But, within days, television and holographic news
networks learned of the story. It proceeded to run on every
planet in colonized space. There was a huge public outcry
concerning the drive, which had been badly misportrayed
by the media, and a perceived lack of resolve on the part of
the sector's criminal prosecution division.
, Two weeks thereafter, the regional district
attorney, under explicit instructions from the sector's
Attorney General, who, in turn, was under pressure from
the Gen Uhat Regional Government, filed charges of first
degree murder against Mendoza. .
The ensuing trial was heard on Hedelphi and
lasted over six months.
A verdict of guilty on the count of murder in the
first-degree was entered at the close of the trial proceeding.
The defendant has appealed.
We hereby grant certiorary,
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Venue, Jurisdiction and Authority
• Since the alleged criminal conduct occurred on
Hiuja 5, a frontier settlement planet within the Gem Uhat
Crescent, the laws of Hedelphi govern any actions
springing therefrom. As the largest industrialized planet in
the sector, excluding Eridia, a 'non-aligned world-state,
Hedelphi has been granted full authority by the ASFIUN
Council of Jurists to hold any and all criminal and civil
trials in this system and those within seventeen standard
light-years. The statutes of this jurisdiction, as legislated by
the Hedelphian Congress of Accords and Laws, apply.
The Trial Court's Decision
During the course of the trial, both the
prosecution and the defense introduced novel and rarely
used theories of law.
The prosecution sought a first-degree murder
conviction for Hector Mendoza. Their main contention was
that since Mendoza's actions were not in direct and
immediate response to a tangible threat to himself or
others, self-defense was inapplicable. They further argued
that the situation, while clearly grave, was not such as to
warrant an execution, ergo - it was not a necessity. Lastly,
Mendoza, as a cattle foreman, could not be said to hold tile
mantle of authority, either express or implied, necessary to
- make a field ruling on the thefts and homicides. Thus, his
executive actions were based on a false legal foundation
and were, in reality, unprotected individual criminal acts.
The defense met these prosecutorial attacks with
five major defenses. They were; 1) the ship's captain's
rule', 2) necessity', 3) self-defense', 4) wildland's justice"
and 5) tribal chiefs prerogatives.
I See People v Hodura Shipping Lines, 453 Hed. App. 5th
195 (2156), transvoid starliner captain executes fifth
officer for treason without trial; due process concerns
overridden by crisis situation. Explicit and implied
authority found to act on behalf of crew.
2 See Alliance ofRen Circle v. Sarah Ann Franks, 14RC
Circ. Supp, 93, 98-99 (2112), woman forced to kill co-
hostage - or terrorists will execute six others - found not
guilty, ruling upheld despite public policy concerns.
TERTA, 1. dissenting.
3 Refer to, inter alia, United States v. Roberts, 901 Fed.
ExtraSol. Supp. 9th 6 (2032), Republic of German Cities v.
Hanselbaum, 64 Ger. Sup. Ann. 2nd 291 (2084), People v.
Ogy-Nor, An Alien, 671 Alien Crim. Ct. Omnibus 3rd 51
(2094); killings regarded as self-defense despite lapse in
time and opportunity for exercise of other options, issue
turns on legitimate, objective fear of direct, unavoidable
and causally-connected reprisal.
4 Based on the Frontier Legal Exceptions Act of 2090,
§43.9(d), Ch. 8, "Remote planet settlers will be given wide
latitude in dispensing justice and applying the laws of the
After listening to some nineteen weeks of
testimony, the jury, seven humans, three Hedelphian
Nationals and two Rennites, found the defendant guilty of
first-degree murder.
The Appeal
Defendant Mendoza seeks the appellate relief of
this high court based on two contentions of error. The first
is that the judge's instructions to the foreperson and to the
voir dire panel were flawed. The second is the judge's sua
sponte decision to void the defense's prayer for an
alternative verdict of voluntary manslaughter instead of
premeditated malicious homicide. We review first the
defense's assertion of error in the voir dire's panel-
directive.
The instruction in question dealt with the
Necessity Defense. The judge elected not to follow the
HEDJIC6 guidelines and worded her own deliberation-
address. The relevant passages are: "Ladies and
Gentleman, respected members of the Hedelphian Nation
and our visiting workerdrones from Ren; the second
instruction I give you concerns tile defense's claim of
necessity. In this jurisdiction, to find that a defendant's
intentional killing is excused by need, you must conclude
that there were absolutely no other alternatives open to him
at the time. You must use what we in the legal profession
call an "objective" standard in your decision-making
process. This simply means you must decide whether a
reasonable person, in Mr, Mendoza's predicament, would
have seen any other options to killing the three cowhands.
If you determine that such a person could have found other
ways to deal with the crisis, then a defense of necessity
cannot be maintained, and you must find the defendant
guilty of the count of first degree murder."
The jury spent twelve days deliberating this point.
The foreman petitioned five times for further elaboration.
However, the judge would only re-read her previous
instructions and direct the foreman back to the
deliberation-chambers.
Commonwealth, Where emergency situations arise, courts
will consider the exigencies involved when reviewing the
Wildland Justice meted out by the colonists, settlers or
terrain engineers. Society recognizes that access to
traditional courts of law will on many occasions be
impossible. This act responds accordingly."
5 Since Hiuja 5 is technically within the Hedelphic League,
of which Tar-Hereba is a sister world, defense argued that
the Tar-Hereban Tribal Code applied. This set of oral
statutes grants a clan chief life-and-death authority over his
hunting party.
6 HEDJIC: Hedelphian Jury Instructions - Criminal. A
looseleaf sourcebook published by Bancroft-Whitney.
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In the end, under protest, the jury returned a
guilty verdict. 7
The defense contends that this instruction does
not, in fact, reflect this court's interpretation of necessity
and, thus, the conviction demands reversal and remand for
another trial on the merits."
We agree. The jury instruction was fatally flawed,
and the conviction upon which it rested must fall.
Regarding the defendant's second assertion:
Necessity has long been recognized more as a tool for j
removing malice from the mens rea element of homicide
than as a complete absolver of guilt.
A line of renowned cases, dating back some 400
hundred years in our system of common law, and certainly
far longer in those venerable juristructs employed by our
brother species, has firmly established the right of the
defense to seek a "downgrade" in counts based. on the
actor's lack of malicious intent in the commission of his or
her homicide. In our discussion below we provide the
framework supporting such a "downgrade" here.
To have purposefully denied this opportunity to
the defendant was itself reversible error on the part of the
,trial judge. Indeed, this sort of mistake would clearly have
warranted an emergency interlocutory appeal by the
defense.
Overview of the Common Law
It is ancient learning that to willfully take the life
of another sentient creature is a crime. §37(f) Hed. Code
Crim (2066), Pent v. Dar-Crassus, 45 Ger. App. [idde sum)
871 (2034), People v. Kutman, 65 ExtraSol.. App. 6th 5612
(2094), Ch. 7, §73.8(d) Uni. Crim. Codes (West. 2100).
From the earliest human times, tribunals have recognized,
however, the existence of certain exceptions, which, in
various narrowly construed circumstances, will render the'
actor exculpated. Prehistoric and Early Criminal Laws of
Earth, Maritess Sanchez, Ph.D., Univ. of the Columbines
(2019). Most jurisdictions within the Alliance of Free
Species ("AFS") have either legislated or formalized via
bench proceeding a master law specifically prohibiting
intentional killing," and constructed a corpus of
contraposed exoneratims.'? Historically, courts have upheld
two principal defenses to a charge of intentional killing; a)
7 It should be noted that the Ren drones both lodged formal
complaints with their embassy - stating, in effect, that a
substantial injustice had been done and that they wished
their ambassador to intercede. ,
8 Defense does not appeal on any of its other pleas (Ship's
Captain, etc.). Most were deferred with leave to re-enter
under §12 of the Criminal Codes - and will be tried only if
this appeal fails.
9 See U.N. Penal Codes §§96(f)-101(a)97), Trot. Undo
Statutes Ch. IV, §72-Hed. for annotated examples.
10Exceptions to the Crime of Murder: A Statistical Survey,
Prof. Leopold Fressner, Doubleday Pub. (2155). '
self-defense .and b) necessity. Self-defense is the most
commonly employed. To invoke it, a party must show the
existence of an immediate. unavoidable threat to his or her
personal safety. or that of another individual within a
reasonable proximity to the actor. §§ 2(d)(ii)(48) ASF
OmniCodes; Crim. Applic., Ch. V. Further, the threat
must be of a nature and kind to justify the use of deadly
force in response. Typically, this has been interpreted to
mean only a strong likelihood of severe bodily harm or
death to the actor or those close to him. United Nations
Prosecutorial Arm v. AImed Pross, 102 UN Chancery Ct.
66 Roll (2035). An intent to actually kill the aggressor, if
proven by the state, will give rise to a rebuttable
presumption of guilt, despite the presence of such a
threat." §§ 2(d)(ii)(59) ASF OmniCodes; Crim. Applic ..
Ch. V. This presumption can be overcome only by .
evidence showing that stopping the dangerous conduct of
the aggressor could only be accomplished by bringing
about his death. People v. Dyhedra, 50 Red. Jur. Ct. 199
(2022). If a reasonably prudent sentient creature, in similar '
circumstances, would have found other alternatives to the
killing, there can be no exculpation. Id at 203,205.
Necessity is closely allied to self-defense in that it
either frees a party from or reduces the magnitude of his
criminal accountability for his or her intentional or willful
killing based on an overriding need to act. Jonsa Hae, An
Alien v. The Federated Gov't of Ridge Delta Prime, and its
Associated Colonies, 7003 R. Delt. App. 9931 (2152).
Unlike self-defense, the actor need not show an immediate
threat to himself or to others. Rather, he must produce
evidence proving that the killing was necessary to save
himself or those over whom he has been given charge from
death or serious injury. §§ 4(a)(ii)(8) ASF OmniCodes;
Crim. Applic., Ch. VI. Necessity has been little utilized in
this century due to what has been perceived as a virtually
insurmountable obstacle in its path; namely, the
impossibility of showing, with any degree of certitude.
what would have happened had the killing not been
undertaken and another course of action selected. The
Decline of Necessity in Federal InterPlanetary Court
Systems, Thomas, Jeremiah, Judge, 7th United Nations
Chancery Panel, Bridge & Waters Press (2099).
Here we need only evaluate the wording of the
judge's jury instruction concerning the necessity defense.
The judge chose to recite the HEDnC self-defense
instructions directly from the formbook. The jury had no
trouble determining that self-defense did not apply. We see
no reason to intrude upon that factual finding.
It is with the trial court's definition of necessity
that we must take issue. -It does not comport with our
understanding of the defense, nor does it jibe with the
views expressed with this sector's commentators.
II For an excellent summary of how this intent has been
proven in various courts, see What Price Survival? Dr.
Eudora Hasgood, Penloast Press, Inc. (2036).
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The Jury Instruction
The principle of necessity has been reviewed in
great depth by some of the finest minds in jurisprudential
history. Prof. Lon L. Fuller12 wrote a seminal analysis of
the defense in 1949. That article, entitIed The Case of the'
Speluncean Explorers." provides the most authoritative
discussion extant on the subject. In it, a panel of Supreme
Court Justices in the fictional land of Newgarth, must
decide the fate of a group of cave explorers who, after
becomirigtrapped underground, are forced to consume a
member of their own party to survive. Each justice puts
forth alternately cogent, impassioned, weak-willed and
cold-blooded arguments for either excusing the defendants
under the doctrine of necessity, or allowing them to perish
at the hand of the executioner.
The resulting stalemate, caused by one justice's
self-recusal, permits the execution to go forward despite
outraged pleas from Justices Foster and Handy.
The prosecution, in its scholarly but misdirected
brief, reads much into Prof. Fuller's worthy explication -
citing itin some two dozen instances. Namely, they claim
to have discovered what amounts to an absolute bar to the
exercise of necessity under any circumstances - thus
rendering. the erroneous instruction both moot and
unnecessary .
The multiplicity of legal theories propounded in
Speluncean cannot be given full treatment here.' It will f
suffice to entertain here only the core principle or, perhaps
better, the core issue: to-wit, Are there ever circumstances
which provide an excuse for an intentional killing, despite
the literal meaning of the governing penal statute
prohibiting such an act?
Fuller's article deals primarily with statutory
interpretation. His fundamental question is: Can or should
judges "read into" statutes a purpose not specifically
mentioned in the code itself? He finds no answer to this
quandary.
For us, the governing statute is §37(f) Hed. Code
Crim (2066),. It reads; "Whoever willfully takes tile life
another sentient entity," will be held criminally
accountable. "
We could follow the advice of Fuller's Justice
Foster and argue that, in actuality, this statute does not
apply since the cattledrive took place in a remote,
uncolonized quadrant of our sector. That, owing to this
fact, a form of natural law applies - one created in the
moment and founded on the facts of the situation. Or we
could contend that the clear purpose of the statute is to
punish only those who willfully take the life of another
with some ulterior form of criminal intent. Or, that
12 Carter Professor of General Jurisprudence, Harvard Law-
. School.
1362 Harv. L. Rev. 616 (1949).
Mendoza's conduct was not, in fact, willful since he was
compelled out of necessity into action.
But these theoretical distinctions and rhetorical
conundrums, while intellectually invigorating, have little
or no application to the case at hand. We refer to them
merely to show the misguided analysis the prosecution's.
brief is built upon.
The fact is Necessity has had a long life in our.
courts. Our search came up with over twenty separate
occasions of its use in the last one hundred years.
To maintain that, based on a law review article
250 years old, we should now change course, and overturn
a doctrine well employed as precedent by our forebears, is
simply unrealistic. .
The sole question now before us is whether or not
the trial court's instruction, as worded, was improper in
light of this court's understanding of Necessity. As stated
earlier, we find that the instruction is improper. Careful
analysis of precedent, most especially People v. Chalmers
Burke, 254 Hed. Sup. Ann. 4th. 1777 (2038), reveals that
we have never required a jury to find that if any other
options were available; the defense of Necessity was
inapplicable. In Chalmers, an orbital tugboat skipper
disengaged his tow rather than ~et his ship collide with a
passenger liner which had drifted away from its starport
berth. The disconnected barge later burned-up up on re-
entry, killing two on-board maintenance engineers. The
Court there found that the fact that the skipper could have
ejected his engines and hoped that the resulting change in
trajectory would avert a collision did not warrant a denial
of tile defense. The other options condition could only be
meaningfully understood when placed in context. It would
have been unreasonable for the skipper to have ejected his
engines in mid-flight. The chances of further catastrophic.
damage were greatly increased by such an action.
We find this logic compelling in the case at hand.
The jury clearly recognized that defendant
Mendoza had other options. The question is: were they
reasonable given tile circumstances?
Given the judge's explicit instructions, the jury
had no recourse but to find that Mendoza did in fact have
some other options.
But that is only part of tile analysis.
'We believe the full instruction should have read;
"In this jurisdiction, to find that a defendant's intentional
killing is excused by need, you must conclude that there
were no other reasonable alternatives open to him at the
time .... [y]ou must decide whether a reasonable person, in
Mr. Mendoza's predicament, would have seen any other
reasonable options to killing the three cowhands. If you
determine that such a person could not have found oilier
ways to deal with the crisis, then a defense of necessity can
be maintained ... "
In tile case before us, the question is not whether
.the defendant had any other options open to him, but
whether any of them, given the dire circumstances, could
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be reasonably seen as providing the safety the entire party
required for survival.
Viewing, as we must, this issue in a light most
favorable to the defense, we conclude that the jury could
well have made such a determination - that no reasonable
alternatives presented themselves to the defendant -- based
on these facts. Since we are not triers of fact, we can only
appraise the situation from the evidence on record and the '
trial transcript. There is certainly enough information
therein to support this conclusion.
Therefore, the trial court's instruction improperly
omitted this crucial condition of reasonability.
The Manslaughter Alternative
Where the evidence presented gives rise to a
strong suggestion that the actor committed his homicide
without the specific malicious intent necessary to invoke
the murder rule, a lower count of manslaughter is
permissible. Venusian Industrial Conglomerate v. Von
Hesterdorf, 48 V. App. 1st• 92 (2041).
Von Hesterdorf concerned a team of sixteen
atmospheric technicians whose submarine had become
pinned by a drifting methane block to the floor of the
planet's vast ammonia sea. The lead scientist, Dr. Karl
Von Hesterdorf realized that a rescue dirigible, even if it
had departed from Custess Station the moment the
submarine's distress signal had activated, would not reach
them before hull-implosion. The only way, as he saw it, to
free the craft was to jettison three of its human
passengers."
Instead of drawing straws, the men and women
agreed that the oldest and those without dependent
children should be sacrificed. These were an elderly female
meteorologist, Else Hamshett, 'and' a homosexual couple,
Drs. William and Salvatore Fleming. Hamshett accepted
this decision as the wisest for all involved. She was a
widow with no living children. The Flemings, however,
strongly objected.
A fight broke out; the Flemings were shot and
killed by Von Hesterdorf. Their bodies, along with that of
Ms. Hamshett, who had asked to be shot rather than face
death by immersion in 600-degree ammonia, were ejected
via the exitIock.
At trial, the judge allowed a. downgrade to
manslaughter. "In situations where the absolute immediacy
needed to invoke necessity as a complete defense is absent,
a reduction from murder to manslaughter is permissible if
the jury finds a lack of malice aforethought on the part of
the defendant." Id at 102. '
We find a direct parallel between Von Hesterdorf
and the matter at hand.
14 Von Hesterdorf and his team had already cannibalized
every piece of loose machinery on board and fired the
resultant mass out of the exitlock.
Based on the facts in the record, we believe a jury
could easily have concluded that, while the perceived
threat to survival was not instant, but time-indeterminate,
the defendant Mendoza failed to act with malicious intent.
Given tile option, they could very well have adjudged the
count of voluntary manslaughter more fitting than murder
in the first or second degree.
The trial judge erred when he forced the jury into
"an all-or-nothing corner" I 5
Conclusion
Thus, because the trial judge improperly omitted
the correct measure of reasonability in her jury instructions
and erred in denying the manslaughter alternative, we
reverse the defendant's conviction and remand the matter
to the trial court for further proceedings in keeping with
this decision.
Disposition
Reversed and remanded, costs of appeal and
remand to be borne by the PEOPLE.
OBRETT, 1.
We concur:
Koth-Amaf, PI.
Amstey, I.
Golden, I.
Sang, Circuit Court Judge
We dissent:
Hoygard,1.
Mendlesohn, 1.
[dissent text omitted]
The author would like to convey his sincere
gratitude to Professor David Leonard of Loyola
Law School, and Mr. Eric Cook, a New
Hampshire-based attorney, for their assistance and
advice in drafting this opinion.
15 "Whenever a magistrate pushes his voir diremen into an
all-or-nothing corner, he or she should be prepared to face
appellate inquiry into his or her reasons. Justice is seldom
served by reducing a jury's options and thereby compelling
a draconian result." United States v. Young, 45 U.N. Sup.
2nd• 872 (2152), Justice Jedediah Grieg writing for the
m~jority.
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-, .One Good
Juror,
by Mary Rosenblum & James Sarafin'
Trial Simulacrum in a moment of virtual repose.
Polk v. NeuroTek, 278 Atlantic SubRep. 657 (2046)
[Affirmed & qualified; Multi-Circuit Review Panel; 2047]
. }It first, it looked as if she had lost before she'd even
started. The defense attorney finished his argument, took his
seat at the opposing counsel's table, looking relaxed and
confident. For a moment, the courtroom was silent; Erin
heard only the blood coursing in her own ears as she
completed the download of her client's e-files.
"Ms. Mendel?" the judge said. Erin rose slowly. She
had commenced scanning the data, which made it a struggle
to vocalize.
"Your Honor, a moment please. I'm still coming up
to speed on the case. "
She addressed a simulacrum seated behind a raised
bench at the end ~f the courtroom. The judge's image, of an
elderly, bespectacled woman, was larger than life-size in
lOne Good Juror first appeared in the February, 1997 issue of Asimov 's Science Fiction magazine.
2 Ms. Rosenblum is a nationally-known science fiction short story writer with dozens of commercial sales to her credit. Mr.
Sarafin is a practicing attorney in Alaska and an emerging name in the science fiction industry.
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order to increase her presence and authority in the courtroom.
But factors like apparent sex and age were largely irrelevant
for assessing the temperament of an artificial judicial
intelligence. Much more important would be a knowledge.of
the early cases on which this judge had learned and evolved
its decision-making ability. Erin didn't have time to look up
that information.
"The court permitted your last-minute substitution as
counsel for the plaintiff," the judge was saying, in a severe,
schoolmarmish voice and diction, "but not at the cost of
delaying these proceedings. Now, please respond to Mr.
Clark's points and advise the court of any reasons why your
client's claims should not be dismissed as a matter of law."
Erin had barely heard defense. counsel's argument.
All she had known when she'd walked into the courtroom ten
minutes earlier was that she represented the plaintiff in a
products liability case. A high-profile one, judging from all
the media reps and curious citizens she had to squeeze past in
the doorway and who now filled the spectator seats.
She cleared her throat. The judge wouldn't wait any
longer. She had to say something, right now, or she would be
hit with time or monetary sanctions.
"Your Honor," she began-the client, what was his
name again? "Mr. Polk has suffered brain damage as a result
of using the product manufactured and distributed by the
defendant." She hoped she was getting this much right. Yes-
there it was in the medical records. "Permanent, steadily
increasing erosion of long-term memory, loss of personality,
as a direct and proximate result of-" '
The judge interrupted. "Yes, Ms. Mendel. As I
understand it, causation isn't disputed. Is that correct, Mr.
Clark?"
Good-if she'd pegged Clark right, he loved the sound
of his own voice too much to stop at a simple yes or no. She
might pick up another minute or two.
"Yes, Your Honor." Clark gathered himself to his
feet. "We don't deny that use of our product can cause such
injuries, but only in a statistically insignificant number of
cases. This risk is outweighed by benefits to several million
other users for whom the product is perfectly safe."
"Then the only question is whether the product is
defective. You should proceed to address that point, Ms.
Mendel."
What was the product? She accessed her
predecessor's discovery files. Design drawings, pages of
technical specifications flickered through her mind. Come on,
the common name is good enough' for now....
My God. It was the cerebral implant made by
NeuroTek, Inc.
.The same implant she wore inside her own head,
was using right now.
Erin had tried enough cases to let none of her shock
come to the surface of her face; she recovered quickly, even as
she became aware of the latest medical studies showing that
Polk was far from alone.
-
"This injury has been reported in 987 other' users of
the NeuroTek implant," she told the judge. "How could it not
be defect~" .
"Objection,' Your Honor," Clark said, rising to his
feet. "Evidence of other product injuries is prejudicial, anal
not admissible,in cases where causation is undisputed:"
'. "Correct," the judge said. Erin realized Why
NeuroTek had not disputed that the implant had caused the
brain damage-,She would have to find a different approach.
"A moment, Your Honor, to confer with my client?"
The judge might be impatient with the delay, but would not
refuse her this." ,
The judge removed her spectacles and glared.
"Please u{akeit quick; Counselor." .
She leaned over to the man seated at the table beside
her. Ephraim Polk had a slight, wiry build, good,' disciplined
posture, and a face that could not be called handsome but was
striking nonetheless. She had seen his unsmiling photo
somewhere before, she was sure, in a news clip or magazine
perhaps, but it had given little hint of the impact he made in
person, seated at close range,
"How long did you wear the implant?" she
whispered. Erin turned an ear toward him and closed her
eyes, as if listening. She did want to know the answer, but'
right now it was far less important than the few seconds she
gained to scan the evidence offered to the court by the client's
former lawyer.
. Polk's, features wrinkled in thought. "I'm' . . . not
sure."
"Keep thinking about it, and say something back to
me whether you recall or not."
During this exchange, Erin accessed the depositions
of both sides' expert witnesses, including the neurobiologists.
She was annoyed to find herself glancing sideways at Polk as
she did.
What was the law here? She had never handled a
products liability suit, on either the plaintiffs or defense side;
she had warned him of that. Still, he had begged her to
represent him.
"I just can't remember, for sure." Polk's head was
bowed in thought! "Must have been around the time I started
working professionally in news art. Whenever that was." .
She was nodding her head, but her attention had
turned away from scanning her implant's internal buffer to
connecting to the Net's law library. .
,"Ms. Mendel, the court is losing patience." The
judge removed her spectacles, shook them for emphasis at the
side of her head; as she did so, the whole side of her face
there twisted up, eyebrow rising, mouth half-grimacing into a
smile, even an ear wiggling out, as if these features were
connected by invisible strings to the spectacles. The effect was
ludicrous, and Erin had to stifle a smile. Must be a glitch in
the personality-to-image interface; or else the interface was'
simply attempting to manifest some quirk in the judge's core
personality.
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.. Erin straightened, not yet having received a response
, to her legal search.
"Your Honor, I call the court's attention to a factual
dispute in the expert testimony. The defense expert does
claim the product is reasonably safe for its intended use. But
th~ plaintiff's expert, Dr. Singh, opines that the NeuroTek
implant is unreasonably dangerous, and that incorporation of
a different wetware interface probably would have avoided
the-Mr, Polk's injury."
"Yes, but what about the cost issue? As Mr. Clark
has pointed out, the Product Liability Reform Act, as
amended in 2034, was intended to free consumers of the
unreasonable costs of safety measures that benefit only a
minority of individuals. The Neuro'Fek product has received
federal approval, and its safety warnings are adequate as a
matter of law. The court has reviewed the recordings of Dr.
Singh's .testimony-he nowhere suggests that NeuroTek could
have used a different wetware interface without increasing the
product's cost, does he?"
The results of Erin's own legal search had come
back, and she confirmed that the law was indeed as
unfavorable as the judge described. There had to be
something more in Singh's testimony ....
"Yes, he does, Your Honor, he just uses different
terminology. He says that alternative, safer interfaces are,
quote, 'readily available,' and refers to several competing
products manufactured in 'China and India that use these safer
interfaces and are marketed at competitive prices. "
This had to be the way, she knew in her gut; the
judge's hesitation told. her that much. A judicial intelligence
had to be careful to avoid any decision that might depend
even slightly on fine distinctions or idiosyncrasies in human
spoken or body language. After all, the appeals court justices
were human. '
Clark was on his feet again. "Your Honor, if I may ..
. Dr. Singh's views are on the lunatic-fringe of brain implant
technology." ,
"His views may be in the minority," Erin said, "but
even the defense expert has conceded that the issue remains
unresolved to a scientific certainty, and that Dr. Singh's views
represent one possible valid approach. "
"That is correct," the judge said. "The court finds
that Dr. Singh's opinions are based on valid science and are
thus admissible evidence. "
Erin had shut-down her scans and now focused
everything on her argument. "And the question of which of
two competing but equally valid scientific approaches is more
persuasive has to be resolved by a human juror, on the basis
of the relative credibility of the expert witnesses' testimony
and demeanor."
For a long moment, the courtroom was silent again.
Erin knew the judge was reviewing all reported decisions and
authorities related to the issue. In this instance, she hoped,
the AI would act like a human trial judge and adopt the safest
course. Finally, the judge ruled.
"The defendant's motion for summary judgment
dismissing the plaintiffs claims is denied. The alternative
motion for determination of law of the case is granted. This
matter is hereby scheduled for trial commencing next Monday
at 8:30 a.m. The juror shall be instructed that he or she may
find that defendant's product is defective only if the evidence
shows that it could have been designed or manufactured to
prevent this injury without a significant increase in the cost of
the product. "
How in the world are we supposed to prove that?
Erin wondered.
"Counsel shall adhere to a three-day trial schedule.
The case shall be given to the juror no later than 3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. Any delays or violations of the evidence rules
shall be met with time or monetary sanctions. "
"What does this mean?" Polk whispered.
"It means you've won your right to atrial," she told
him. "But we're in big trouble. "
•
Ephraim wondered if he had made a mistake in
hiring Erin Mendel. Her office shocked him, and he let her
see it.
"Come in." She admitted him stiftly, squeezing up
against the hole-window so that he could get around the end
of her desk to the empty chair that was obviously meant for
him.
There was no reason to spend money for the
ostentation of expensive space if your reputation was made in
the courtroom, Ephraim supposed. But after Derocher's
spacious office with its real window and woolen carpeting,
this . . . closet seemed more symbolic perhaps than it should
have.
"Mr. Polk." She offered him a long-fingered hand.
"I'm sorry that I had to literally rush in at the eleventh hour.
But you didn't leave me much time when you asked me to
represent you." She tilted her head, her eyes steady on his
face. They were green, he noticed-the kind of green that could
look cold as arctic seawater. "Suppose we talk about your
case. Now that we have actually been awarded a trial." .
"Why did you say we were in trouble?" He tried to
moderate his tone. Ms. Mendel was the only lawyer who had
been willing to take the case after Derocher dumped him,
after all.
"You're getting a trial because the AI deferred to the
human ability to assess credibility and interpret nuances of
human language." She was still studying him. "That doesn't
mean you have much hope of winning. This kind of product
liability case has been unsuccessful in nearly every instance in
the last decade."
"The judge said something about deciding if the cost
of using a safer interface was significant. My God!" He
unclenched his fists with an effort. "How can any amount of
money be significant compared to what .... what's happening
to me?"
"That is exactly what we need to convey to the
juror," she said crisply. "So talk to me, please."
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"What about? You got all the stuff from Derocher,
didn't you? He said he'd upload it." Ephraim fixed his eyes on
her holographic window. It was a cheap job-a flat and unreal
vista of the Rocky Mountains. The last batch of images he
had downloaded pressed against the wall in his brain like a
flood rising behind a dam. Which was imagination, he knew.
The storage area that had been created to hold the raw data
from the Net was isolated by a barrier of individually
destroyed neurons rather than any kind of physical structure.
It still felt like a dam about to burst. He could open
the floodgates. If he chose. And if he did-he might end up
with no memory of any moment before this one. Who would
he be, with no past? "I'm sorry." Ephraim turned his attention
back to the lawyer. "I didn't mean to . . . " He broke off
abruptly.
She wasn't listening to him. She was staring into
space, her gaze unfocused, her posture alert and engaged. Her
eyes moved so rapidly that her irises seemed to shiver, and
her pupils had contracted to pinpoints. Like a sleeper in REM
sleep, he thought. Like someone suffering a mild seizure.
Sudden comprehension evoked the familiar ache in the
muscles around his eyes. When you opened those floodgates-
used your interface to its full capacity-the outside world
ceased to exist. The brain sorted and filed the raw data you
had downloaded directly from the Net, labeling it with
sensory tags rather than words-so that you drowned in flashes
of color and image, the sound of a tuba, a car starting, the
scent of pancakes burning, or a whiff of garbage. He had
videotaped himself in that state once.
It had frightened him. "You wear one," he rasped.
"Damn it!"
She blinked, startled, regaining focus quickly.
"Excuse me?"
"You're wearing an implant. NeuroTek?" He bolted
to his feet, rage coursing through him. "What are you trying
to pull here?"
"I'm trying to win a judgment for you," she said
coldly. "Yes, I wear a NeuroTek implant. A lot of people do."
He felt ... betrayed. There was no other word for it.
"It's a conflict of interest." He glared at her. "How can you
prosecute NeuroTek if you're happy with their product?"
Her laugh caught him by surprise. "Mr. Polk,
Ephraim, believe me, it was quite a shock to discover the
nature of your suit. It was ... disturbing." She closed her eyes
briefly, and let out a breath that was almost but not quite a
sigh. "You can fire me, if you seriously believe that my
prosecution of your case will be influenced by my use of a
similar implant." She shrugged. "At this point, it may be hard
for you to find another good lawyer willing to handle this
case." She stressed the "good" slightly, without the least hint
offalse modesty.
She was right about that, Ephraim thought moodily.
Which didn't make him any happier. Her implant worked. He
looked away, the words to end their relationship poised on the
end of his tongue.
There was no time to find another lawyer.
She nodded briskly. "I need to take a look at what
you do. I've never had much time to follow the art world, but
you are quite the name."
"For the moment," he said between clenched teeth.
"If I am to convince a juror that you have lost
something of value, I need to know what it is that's valuable.
So tell me." She crossed her arms and perched on the corner
of her desk. She seemed as much a stranger in this small
space as he, Ephraim thought. This was not where she really
worked.
"I do . . . newsmedia collages." He frowned,
wondering how much she would understand-or care. "I start
with a theme-an idea that's both intellectual and emotional.
Then I search for images that-put together-convey that theme.
Our news-what we think is worthy of attention-reflects our .
innermost self as a society." Images from Children's Crusade
swept over him-half finished-and the stored download bulged
against the invisible walls in his skull. "I sweep the media
archives. I might sort through a million images to get the
handful I need. It's like . . . a chord of music. Only I'm
dealing with millions of notes, instead of a handful of octaves.
I render the final collage as holographic images! I add music,
scent, heat or cold. And when it's done, when it works, I am
communicating to the person who stands on that stage beyond
mere language. Words only skim' the surface. This touches
the soul. ... " He broke off abruptly. He hadn't intended this
outburst, couldn't read her expression at all. "People buy it."
He shrugged
"That's why you had the implant done? Just so that
you could access more images?"
"Just?" Incredulous, he stared at her. "Just so-yes!"
He balled his hand into a fist. "It takes the right images to
make it work-a lot of the right images. If I could, I'd search
every archive in the Net. To make it work. Did you have a
dog when you were a kid?"
She blinked at him. "Yes."
"Did you love it?"
Her expression was definitely wary now. "Yes, I did.
I was very young."
"I found a puppy when I was ten." He looked back at
the fake view of the Rockies. "Someone had thrown it into a
dumpster. It was tiny-its eyes barely open-way too young to be
away from its mother. I fed it canned milk with an
eyedropper, and woke up every hour so that it wouldn't get
hungry. I wanted it to live. I had never wanted anything so
much in my life. Later on, we had to give it away-we couldn't
keep pets in our apartment. But that wasn't so bad. It was
alive, and that's what mattered." He looked her in the face.
"That week is part of what I put onstage. It's part of what
makes it come together the way it does-the echo of that kid
wanting, those silent hours when everyone else in the whole
damn world was asleep, and he lay there waiting for the
alarm, just him and that squirming bit of life. Cut out that
memory-take it away, and ... it loses something." Children's
Crusade. He swallowed. "It is lessened," he whispered.
"Shallow. Can you understand?" He got abruptly to his feet,
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needing to be out of this tiny office, away from this woman
who would weigh his loss and maybe find it insufficient when
weighed against significant cost. He was losing focus. The
scene was unraveling into frayed and disconnected images.
The implant was leaking again. If it was a bad episode, he
might drool. "I'll show you what I do." He opened the door.
"But not right now."
"Wait!"
Not in front of her.... He fled down the hall.
•
Erin stared at the closed door after he left, not
reviewing the mass of information about his case now stored
in her head or doing any of the other mental work she had to
do before the trial began. The air circulation in her office was
poor, and his scent still lingered; it was not unpleasant, she
decided.
Was he more miffed about her having the implant or
the fact that her office was so small and shabby? She looked
around at the four Iittle walls with the one holo view. No
artwork or other decorations. None of the stacks of old
lawbooks that most lawyers still kept as props to impress
clients. She hadn't even bothered to get her degrees framed
and hung up. This was a place even smaller and emptier than
where she lived.
Too much time and money spent on 'loser cases. A
good trial lawyer could make a living, have a nice office,
maybe even real hiIman staff-but you had to be selective to
live off contingency cases. Erin had pushed herself hard
enough, often enough, to know her weakness: she loved the
pressure, the all-consuming intensity of trial too much. The
tougher the case, the more that was true.
She had some other work-paying, transactional work
that would at least help her to meet her overhead. But none of
that would put her in trial on Monday. She would probably
lose, and Polk would walk away blaming her; but not as much
as she would blame herself. Then she would be despondent
for a few weeks, until she managed to latch on to the next
loser case, and go through it all again.
Polk seemed different from her other clients, though.
He was guarded, wary, maybe not just of her; it was probably
his nature. But a few times there, when he had talked about
his work, and especially the puppy, she had caught glimpses
of a great depth and power of being. An inner charisma?
Maybe he was someone who could only open himself up to
others under cover of his art. If so, that made it even more
imperative that she see and comprehend what he did.
Erin shook her head. She had too much work to do
to waste,time in reverie, and a lot she needed to do with him.
She decided to spend half an hour reviewing the medical
files, to give him time to get home before calling. There was
no unanimity about the how, but the medical authorities
agreed that the NeuroTek interface was erasing or over-
Writing established connections between the billions of
neurons in the brains of some users. In that intricate webwork
was stored a person's memories from earliest childhood,
memories that made up the very sense of self. Some users had
been damaged to the point where they did not know who they
were at all, would have to record messages to themselves
before going to sleep every night. And a frequent secondary
symptom, present in Ephraim's case, was occurrence of petit
mal-like seizures, triggered by stress.
As she accessed this information, Erin realized that
the same thing could be happening to her even now,
insidiously, without her ever knowing until it was too late.
But in her case, that might not be so great a tragedy. Some
people never had a real childhood to lose. She could imagine
worse things than forgetting the day one of the older kids had
taken her street mutt away and killed it. ...
The guarded expression was already in place when
his face appeared on her phone monitor. She was right, then;
it was habitual.
"Ephraim," she said, before he could speak, "I'll
make you a deal. You won't run out on me like that again,
and I won't run out on you. Okay?"
He wasn't going to agree to anything that simply, she
saw.
again.
"We have to go over your testimony," she began
"What's the point? You said I didn't have a chance."
"I didn't say that. I said it's going to be tough." She
could not bring herself to tell him how tough. The class
action had been abolished by statute two decades ago. Of the
163 individual NeuroTek lawsuits brought by mind-damaged
users, seventy-eight had already been dismissed by summary
judgment. This would be the tenth case to go to trial.
NeuroTek had won the first nine. "We have to work really
hard and hope for some luck. Everything depends on whether
we can get a goodjuror.
"All that stuff I said to the judge about the credibility
of expert witnesses . . . your expert isn't enough to win this
for you. The thing that counts most is your testimony. We
have to make that juror understand what this has done to you,
make that person feel what you're going through."
"I went through all that with Derocher. When I gave
the deposition."
"That was different-you were answering questions
for NeuroTek's attorney. Here, you'll be talking to the person
who's deciding the case. We have only a short, short time to
present your testimony." It used to be that products liability
cases were allowed weeks, even months of trial time, and that
time-sanctions were not imposed for just a single improper
question. She didn't tell him that, either.
"A damn program is going to judge me! What the
hell is an AI going to care if I remember my first day of
second grade? I can look facts up, right? I can access news
clips. We need a human judge, not a computer."
. "Blame the public," Erin told him. "People got tired
of paying the increasing costs of the legal system. An AI
doesn't require a staff, office, salary, healthcare, or
retirement. And it isn't the judicial intelligence that will
decide here, Ephraim. It is our juror-our very human juror.
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Which is why we have to figure out what's really vital to tell
and decide how you're going to tell it."
He wasn't even looking directly at her anymore. His
face had lapsed into a glazed, lost expression that frightened
her. At the same time, there was something compelling about
those gray eyes. . . .
"Look, we don't have to talk about your art right
now. Let's go over your background. When you started using
the implant and when you first noticed problems. Then we'll
talk about what kind of juror we should try to select. We don't
have to do it in my office. You name the place, and I'll meet
you there."
He named a coffee shop near his own neighborhood,
and she went there and waited for two hours, and he never
showed up. She went to his residence in a high-rent tower,
but there was no answer and the door would not admit her.
She took the elevator to the underground, walked two blocks,
and caught the mag-lev to the stop nearest her own
apartment.
Erin worked alone all weekend. She finished reading
the medical records and stored them in what she pictured in
her mind as an old-fashioned paper-file drawer. She colored
that drawer red, then linked it to the remembered smell of
antiseptic and the sound of an ambulance siren. She did the
same with the product designs, marking that 'drawer blue,
cross-linked with the smell of motor grease and the steady
hum of heavy machinery. The defense experts' depositions
and reports were colored black and linked to the bang and
cordite smell of a gunshot. If she needed to find something
fast, in the middle of a rapid cross-examination, she could
access the files instantly by remembering the color, the smell,
or the sound. .
She prepared her opening statement, then worked on
the expert examinations and thought about what kind of juror
they wanted: which age, sex, occupation, ethnic, and other
characteristics might be more receptive to Ephraim's case.
One more thing she needed to cover with Ephraim. She tried
to call, wound up leaving messages. Her last message late
Sunday night was abrupt.
"Ephraim, if you don't at least show up in court
tomorrow morning, the judge will default you. And NeuroTek
will win. Is that what you want?" '
She must have been out of her mind to agree to
represent an artist. Especially in a case like this, she thought,
as she broke the connection. It was his choice-it wasn't her
fault if he didn't show. But she didn't sleep well that night,
even after she let herself go to bed, and when she walked into
the courtroom in the morning, she didn't expect to see him.
But he was there, sitting at their little table and
carefully looking away from her. Clark had come with two
legal assistants, several cases of paper exhibits and records,
and a laptop Netlink. Was he just an old-style lawyer-or had
all these trials taught him something about his client's
product?
Between the two counsel tables and the judge's bench
was an empty space, maybe four by seven meters, flanked on
one end by the jury box. Erin thought of that space as the
arena-which it had once actually been, centuries before, in
medieval England, when trial had meant trial by combat, and
justice would be dispensed only through divine intervention.
It might take some of that to salvage this one, Erin thought
grimly.
She started to explain the juror selection process to
Ephraim, but the judge appeared, opened the day's session,
and brought in the jury pool, seating them in the twelve seats
along, the right-hand wall. The courthouse had been
constructed almost fifty years ago, in the days when everyone
had the right to a jury of twelve-before public concern about
costs became the overriding tenet of the judicial system. After
the selection process eliminated all but one from the jury
pool, that single juror would sit alone among the eleven
empty seats.
The jurors each gave their background information,
then the two lawyers took turns asking them questions. Erin
wanted to know if they or anyone close to them had ever been
seriously injured. How about an injury to the mind? How did
they think it would make them feel, if their memory was
eroding, they were gradually losing their self? And if you
were aware of it, and knew you were also losing the ability to
do the work that was the most important thing in your life?
Clark wanted to know if they had read or watched
any news reports of implant injuries. Did they know any
implant users themselves? Were they aware of all the millions
of users who had used the' NeuroTek implant safely, for a
number of years? Of how much 'some people relied on the
implant to do their work or function more efficiently in
today's society?
"Ms. Mendel, I've noticed, is a user herself," Clark
said, as if in afterthought. "If not Neuro'Tek, then one of our
competitors' products."
Erin raised her head. Oh, no-he wasn't going to get
away with that one! It meant little to ask the judge to tell the
potential jurors to disregard Clark's statement. She had to
make them understand that it was outrageous.
"Object! What counsel do or don't do themselves is
totally irrelevant." She was on her feet and could feel her
voice quivering. It was no pretense; she was angry-she had a
well of anger to draw on that had been growing deeper all
weekend, she realized. "What's worse, it's unfairly prejudicial
to Mr. Polk." She touched her hand lightly to Ephraim's
shoulder; she could feel him begin to flinch away and
squeezed her fingers to stop him. "Your Honor, Mr. Clark
knows full well that remark was improper."
"Sustained," the judge said. "The court finds that
defense counsel's statement is a moderate violation of the
rules of evidence. Defendant is sanctioned with removal of
ten minutes' time from its opening statement."
As Erin regained her seat, she noticed that Ephraim
was looking at her for the first time that morning.
One potential juror, an older woman, announced that
anyone who would put something artificial in his head was
assuming the risk of losing his mind. Erin convinced the
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I judge there was legal cause for dismissal of this juror.
Another juror had a brother who had been mind-damaged by
an implant; a second admitted she could never be fair to a big
corporation. Clark got them both dismissed, for cause. After
that, three more potential jurors, who obviously did not want
to sit through a three-day trial, claimed they could not be fair
to a corporation either. The pool was thinning out rapidly.
It came time for Erin to exercise her first peremptory
challenge. By tradition and court rule, each party had three
such opportunities to dismiss a juror without legal cause, for
anyreason. Itwas each side's chance to narrow the pool down
to the one juror who might be most favorable and receptive to
that side.
There was no more important issue than the person
who would decide the case. She didn't have the right to make
the choice on her own; this was Ephraim's trial. She
conferred with him, recommending challenge of a middle-
aged male who had only given them a single, contemptuous
glance during the entire proceeding. Ephraim agreed.
It was Clark's turn, and he bumped a young male
college student. Erin and Ephraim agreed to dismiss the
elderly man who had not seemed able to understand Erin's
questions, and Clark challenged a young female hospital
nurse.
Erin had one remaining challenge. There were two
people left in the jury box, a man who was a senior partner in
a large structural engineering firm and a young woman who
worked in a body ornamentation shop. The man's answers to
both lawyers' questions had been deliberate, thoughtful. The
woman had answered more spontaneously; she definitely
seemed more malleable and subject to emotional appeal.
"We should dismiss him." Erin started to rise.
"No," Ephraim whispered back. "I want to dismiss
her."
she stared at him, shook her head a minute distance.
"You don't want him, believe me."
"Ms. Mendel?" the judge said.
"Yes," Ephraim said, "we do."
"I don't have time now to tell you what occupational
categories, body language, and personality types can mean to
your case. It's enough that he's an engineer-all he probably
knows is how to think logically: And he's going to know it's
hard to make anything safer without spending money."
Ephraim was nodding his head as if he agreed.
"I think he'll make a good juror," he said as she
started to rise. Then he looked directly at her, with those eyes
that still showed no tint of blue to wash out the gray, even
under the direct overhead lights. "Whose decision is this?"
She couldn't believe it. Consulting the client was
usually just a formality; none had ever overridden her
recommendation on a point of trial strategy like this.
"Ms. Mendel." The judge's voice had shifted to the
severe edge, and Erin saw her hand move toward the
spectacles. The situation was already absurd; if Erin had to
watch those waving spectacles contort that face again, she
might not be able to stop from laughing.
Erin swallowed, stood upright, and dismissed the
young woman. Please, please, bump that man, she prayed, as
the judge looked at Clark. If Clark did so, the judge would
have to bring in more jurors. No one could be as bad as this
guy.
"NeuroTek waives its last challenge, Your Honor.
We're satisfied that Mr. Calendri is quite qualified to serve as
the juror on this case."
I'll bet, Erin thought.
"Very well, we have a juror," the judge said. "It is
now 11:37 a.m. We will adjourn for lunch, reconvene here at
1:00 p.m. Counsel will then give opening statements, and we
will receive the testimony of plaintiffs expert, Dr. Singh."
At lunch in an underground cafeteria, Ephraim
wanted to talk but Erin cut him off.
"I have to work on my opening and questions for that
neurobiologist your last lawyer hired," she told him. "Believe
me, we will talk at the end of the day." .
"Why do you say it like that? 'Neurobiologist your
last lawyer hired'? Derocher said Dr. Singh is a leading
expert in his field."
"Maybe he is. But one: he's Indian, so he speaks
English as a foreign language. Two, he's never, ever testified
in court, and three, I tried to work with him yesterday and
he's hopeless. I don't think he gave a straight answer to a
single question. He's only any good to me-to us-if he can
communicate his expertise to the juror."
She turned from her work and looked'fully at him.
"You have to understand something, Ephraim. Derocher only
hired Singh to get an opinion that might convince NeuroTek
to settle. When NeuroTek didn't blink, Derocher bailed out. A
lawyer doesn't make money on a contingency case unless he
wins or gets a settlement. Do you understand exactly what I'm
telling you?"
They were silent, and she was immersing in her
work again when he said, "He said I should take their offer."
"What?" Part of her attention came back to the table.
"Derocher. NeuroTek did offer to settle, but it wasn't
much. And they wouldn't admit anything or agree to recall
their product. I said no."
"You turned down a settlement offer on this case?"
He nodded, with no trace of apology. "I'm pretty well
broke, trying to pay all my medical bills, but I really don't
care about the money. Derocher once said that if NeuroTek
ever loses just one of these cases, they would face unlimited
liability because everyone else could use the defective product
finding against them. So they'd have to settle with the other
injured people and recall the implant to fix the interface. Is
that true?"
"Yes, it probably is," she told him. "But let me get
this straight. You won't settle for anything less than total
victory-and you do just about everything possible to ensure
that your lawyer can't win? That's wonderful."
He started to speak, but she raised her hand and
turned back to her work. Artists, she thought. Never again.
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At 1:02 p.m., Erin started her opening statement of
the case from the counsel's podium, and she did not proceed
far before she realized how inadequate it would be. This was
her first and best opportunity to tell the juror Ephraim's story
and she could not even-begin it because she barely knew it
herself. Oh, she could talk about the memory loss and the
medical cause and the grim prognosis. But she couldn't talk
about Ephraim or what the loss of himself really meant. Dr.
Singh arrived and took his seat in the middle of her
statement, and she was grateful for the interruption. She
could tell the juror was too.
When his tum came, Clark talked about the law, the
undisputed facts, then the law again. He reminded the juror
that it would be his duty to follow the law, as the judge
instructed.
Dr. Singh was a small, dark-complexioned man,
whose eyes kept darting to the media representatives in the
spectators' seats, as if they were a firing squad. He did speak
English, of a sort. The court translation program only had to
explain his testimony a few times, in an androgynous
monotone.
She tried to relax him by first covering his personal
background, easy questions to start him talking; but he
misstated both his marital status and the number of his
children, correcting himself each time with profuse,
stumbling apologies. She managed to pry out enough of his
credentials to qualify him as an expert, but she had worse
luck when she tried to elicit his key opinions. Again and
again, she began over, rephrasing her questions; he would
assume an air of authority and commence a lecture on some
other point.
"Doctor," she finally tried, in desperation, "don't you
believe that the wetware interface could have been designed
to absolutely prevent any memory damage, without
significantly increasing the product's cost?" She was sure this
leading question would earn her a sanction from the court,
once Clark objected. But he remained seated, clearly enjoying
the spectacle the way it was unfolding.
Singh peered at her. She hadn't once managed to get
him to look at the juror. "Of course, wetware interface can be
designed in several ways, and, most unfortunately, I do not
know how they all cost."
They were going in circles. She would never get him
to express clearly the opinion that was needed to keep the
judge from directing a verdict dismissing their case. The juror
was watching with an amused expression, and the judge
wouldn't allow this to go on any longer. She sat down.
Then Clark stood up for his cross-examination and-
amazingly-saved them, from a directed verdict at least. He
brought out a few minor points, showing that Dr. Singh was
not board-certified in neurobiology in the U.S., how his views
were in the minority of his field-and then asked the question
he should never have asked.
"Just so it's clear to the juror, Dr. Singh, you're not
actually saying that NeuroTek could have improved the safety
of its implant at no additional significant cost, are you?"
Dr. Singh peered intently at Clark for a long
moment. Erin felt her heart begin to seize up. Dr. Singh ~
cleared his throat.
"No, that is not true."
Clark knew better than to continue,' but he couldn't
help himself. "You're saying NeuroTek could have made its
product safer? Without a significant cost increase?"
, "Yes. Of course, that depends on what means
'significant.' But-"
"Thank you, DOCtor."Clark sat down before he did
any more damage to his own case.
For a moment, Erin thought her sigh could be heard
throughout the courtroom. She glanced quickly at the juror;
lie still wore an amused expression. He probably hadn't even
listened to the most critical testimony for their case.
The judge ended the day, and after they left the
courtroom and had passed through the gauntlet of media
people, Ephraim asked, "Howdid it go today?"
She looked at him without breaking stride. He was
rubbing his shoulder, where she had squeezed him. He wasn't
stupid-he didn't have to ask. Only Clark's mistake had saved
them from an outright dismissal. They had come in
unprepared and wound up with the worst possible juror
anyone could have imagined-a defense lawyer's dream.
And it was his fault.
She took his shoulder very deliberately, closing her
hand-gently-on exactly the spot where she had gripped him
before. "We are going to go to your studio," she said. "Right
now. You are going to show me what you do with your
implant, and what NeuroTek has cost you. Or there is very
little point in continuing." He stiffened briefly, jaw tight,
giving her a single brief glance from the comers of his eyes.
Then he shrugged, his taut shoulders slumping.
"Give me an hour, okay?" A tiny muscle leaped
along the side of his jaw. "I ... 1need some privacy, first."
She stopped, facing him in the middle of the
crowded sidewalk, struggling with her anger. "Are you going
to let me in this time?"
"Yes." Those, clear gray eyes met hers without
evasion. "This time I'll let you in." He turned on his heel and
strode off down the street before she could stop him, never
once looking back.
So he had been there, yesterday, Erin clenched her
teeth. And now he was running away again. From what? Erin
shook her head, wondering just how big a disaster this was
going to be, •
Slumped on one of his big floor cushions against the
wall, Ephraim watched on the wall-mounted security screen
as Erin rang his belL Right on time. He glanced at his watch.
One hour exactly, Anger stirred in his belly. This woman was
pushy, demanding, invasive-utterly unlike Derocher. He was
tempted to let her ring.
She wanted to,win. Derocher had wanted the money.
That's why he had dumped the case-he wasn't going to get
paid. Ephraim wondered suddenly why winning mattered to
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her. He closed his eyes, his head bursting with the images he
hadn't dared to download, tempted to say the hell with it,
open the interface, and finish Crusade. If he did, and the
imperfect interface failed entirely, he would have no memory
anymore. Crusade would no longer matter.
Suicide, he thought. Suicide of the soul, or merely of
the self?
The door chime sounded again, and he pushed
himself abruptly to his feet. His chin was wet. He wiped his
face on his sleeve in disgust. "Enter," he said{ and watched
her. vanish from the camera eye as she marched into the
building's entry. He met her at the door, noticed that she was
still furious, although she was hiding it well.
"Thank you for letting me in," she said with some
irony.
"I don't normally invite people into my studio." He
leaned against the wall, watching her examine his small
living space.
"This is a very expensive apartment complex," she
remarked mildly. Her gaze took in the two floor cushions on
the oriental rug and the low birchwood table, the efficient
kitchen wall with its built-in microwave and beverage units.
It wasn't much bigger than her office. "Real wood." She bent
to stroke the satiny grain of the table top. "Very nice. The
carpet is handwoven, isn't it?" She nodded appreciatively.
"Other than that, this is a rather unpretentious room for this
\ type of building. "
"I like real textures." He wondered what she was
getting at. "And I didn't choose the building for its prestige."
He heard the defensive. note in his voice and tried to stifle it.
"It has state-of-the-art holographic and virtual capabilities
built into it. I didn't have to retrofit my studio." He walked
across the small room and palmed the studio door lock.
"Would you ... like some tea or something?" He wanted to
delay this.
"No, thank you." She walked through the door, her
eyes sweeping the barren studio. The holo-stage took up most
of the floor. Circular, it rose a bare fifteen centimeters from
the polished tiles, off-white, its surface as pristine 'as a new
snowbank. The directional speakers and scent generators
were hidden in its base. She glanced at it, then walked around
it to the small shelf on the far wall to stare at the single
yellow rose in its cut-glass vase. "You like flowers?"
He lifted the rose by its stem, a thorn pricking his
thumb. "We have yet to create something this complex and
fine from scratch." The thorn had drawn a tiny crimson bead
of blood. He wiped it on his shirt and touched the delicate,
creamy curve of a petal. "This keeps me humble." He replaced
the rose in its vase and turned his back on her. "System, on,",
he said, and the room darkened. Light swirled and shifted
above the stage, and he felt an illogical twinge of fear.
"System, run Fields. Step up onto the stage," he said as the
shimmering holographic mist took on color and shape. "The
system is focused on a participant. You don't get the effect
from outside." And he climbed onto the stage without waiting
to see if she would follow suit. He had meant to explain it to
her-what he had attempted to convey here, how he had sorted
through images of old battlefields and new ones, trying to
find the echoes of violence past and present, and its segue
from life to death to life-to capture the dark frivolity of
human conflict against the vast landscape of racial memory.
But the words dried up inside him as the images
formed-green fields where long spring grass didn't quite hide
the uniform crosses of military graves, overlaid with a young
Asian man tossing a laughing child into the air, and a blonde
girl giggling and wrestling with her lover, overlaid with a
pool of drying blood beside a blooming dandelion. A sparrow
pecked for crumbs among empty shell casings and crumpled
candy wrappers. Buildings fell in static glimpses. Overlaid
one on top of the other within the holographic field, the
images sharpened and faded at seeming random to create a
collage that drew the eye and mind from the past to the
present and back into the past in startling leaps. Bleached
stones tumbled amid ancient burial mounds and Ephraim
smelled frost and wet wool. Trucks and tanks rolled, scented
with gasoline and a whiff of peppermint, scored by percussion
and bass oboes. Children played hide-and-seek beneath a
summer sky marked with the white calligraphy of fighter jets
and scented with new-mown grass.
Life, death, and laughter, the images came faster and
faster-almost too fast for the surface mind to register,
speaking to a deeper place in the human consciousness. The
whine of shells falling became bird song. Someone cried in
pain, overlaid with the soft flute notes of a lullaby. Then the
sensory whirlwind stilled suddenly and a child emerged from
a shimmering waterfall, her eyes grave in her thin face. She
melted into a West African soldier who flashed a white grin
even as his flesh faded from his bones and his bones
crumbled, polished into pearls by the flowing water. The
dark-eyed girl shook water from her hair, scooped up the
gems, and laughed, and her teeth gleamed with the
iridescence of the pearls. Finally the images faded, leaving
only the lingering scent of rain-wet pine needles and twilight.
The room lights came on.
Erin was standing very still in the center of the
stage, her eyes fixed on the child's vanished image, her face
utterly unreadable. For the space of a dozen heartbeats, she
remained silent, then she turned slowly to face him. Her eyes
were the color of the sea at sunset, shot through with hints of
gold.
Ephraim found that he wanted to ask her what she
had seen-if it was . . . significant. He didn't. And he realized
that he was afraid to.
"Thank you." She looked away briefly, her profile
stark against the bone-white of the blank walls. When she
turned back to him, her manner was brisk and professional.
"I'd like to see what you were working on when the implant
began to leak."
"No!" The involuntary syllable burst from him. "I ..
. it's not finished. I'd rather not."
"Ephraim." She touched his arm, and this time her
touch was truly gentle. "I need to see it."
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He looked down at her long fingers and swallowed,
wanting desperately to say no. But winning this trial mattered
to her-perhaps in the way Crusade mattered to him. "System,"
he whispered. "Run Children's Crusade."
He fled the stage and the studio. If he stayed, he
would do it-download the stored images in his head-the ones
that might make Crusade whole. .
Or destroy him.
After a long time, Erin came into the main room to
stand over him where he huddled on a floor cushion. "I'll see
you tomorrow," she said briskly. "I will be examining you on
the stand. Just relax and answer my questions. And we need
to show your art to Calendri. The courtroom has holo
capability for receiving demonstrative evidence-though
nothing as good as the stage you have here." If his work had
meant anything to her,she was hiding it.
"Not Crusade," Ephraim whispered.
"Please be on time, " was all she said. She left,
closing the door gently behind her.
He had wanted her to say that she understood. He
realized suddenly that he had wanted it a lot. Getting stiffly to
his feet, he took down the bottle of very old Scotch from the
cupboard above the microwave, and poured himself a
generous shot. The whiskey burned its way into his stomach
and he stared into the amber depths of the bottle, tempted to
just keep on filling up the glass until it all went away.
Tomorrow would still come. He put the bottle back
on its shelf and went to stand in front of his studio door. He
didn't go in. The temptation would be too great.•
On the mag-lev returning from Ephraim's apartment,
Erin could not keep her hands still. They fluttered and
hopped about her lap like a sparrow feeding on a battlefield.
Or a rooster beating its wings as its throat was cut.
This guy was no fad-Ephraim Polk was for real.
What kind of mind could sort through the cacophony of -
media sights, sounds, and smells that humanity deluged upon
itself daily, and find a theme, an elegant order that was
invisible to her and almost everyone else? That could distill
out of that mass of mostly trite and vacuous raw material an
art that was as true and powerful as anything she had ever
seen, that had moved her like nothing else had for a long
time?
If a lawyer could only find a way to move a juror like
that. ... That was what Ephraim needed, what he deserved.
And what he didn't have.
She saw her station approaching and got up. The car
slid smoothly and silently to a stop, and she walked the length
of the platform to an intersection with an underground
walkway, turning left to go to her office, instead of going
home for the night. If Ephraim didn't have a lawyer who
could move people as his own art did, at least the lawyer he
had would work all night for him, to keep from losing his
case.
But by the time she reached her office building, she
wasn't thinking anymore about his art, or her own work, but
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of the sight of his steady gray eyes, the shy hesitancy in his
voice, and the smell of his hair as she'd stood close to him
while he talked about a yellow rose in his hand.
•
Ephraim shifted on the hard wooden chair of the
witness stand, watching Erin pace the empty space of, floor
that was really a stage, set for drama and tragedy. The juror
watched, too, alone among empty chairs. Instead of
diminishing him, the empty seats made him appear larger. Or
maybe it was Jnly his inner knowledge of how important this
man was that made him seem large, Ephraim thought
distractedly. Erin looked larger here, too-towering over him,
although in reality she wasn't that much taller than he.
Power, he thought. He had never addressed the many ways
that men and women assumed power, both great and petty.
. And was the small power of a domineering lover any less
important than the power of, say, a major player in the world
market? It would have made a good subject, he thought
bleakly.
"Will the plaintiff please answer the question?" The
judge's voice managed to sound quite humanly severe.
Ephraim started.
"I'm sorry." He had disconnected again. At least he
wasn't drooling. Erin had to be furious behind her mask of
patient tolerance. "I didn't mean to ... will you repeat the
question, please?"
"Mr. Polk?" Erin stepped to the railing, her nearness
forcing himito look up at her. "You have described your art as
a collage-a compilation of images gleaned from decades of
media videos and even still photographs. Why did you
purchase NeuroTek's implant?" She turned her gaze on their
juror, although her words were still addressed to Ephraim.
"Couldn't you access those images just as well through the
Net?"
"I could, but I couldn't access as many," he said
urgently. "I'm trying to create a glimpse of .. " our soul."
Inadvertently, his eyes traveled to the nearest holo projection
lens recessed in the ceiling overhead. "I'm searching for who
we are as a race. I run through thousands of images and
maybe one of them-a child's face in a. certain light, a flower
growing up through a crack in an asphalt parking lot-one of
them gives me the note that I need, And I need a thousand of
those moments-those notes-to create something that speaks to'
participants. Don't you see?" He leaned forward, willing her
to hear him. "Each of us is so different, and I need to speak to
everyone. The pieces wouldn't be as good. They wouldn't say .
. . what they do." '
"So you risked the implant because without it, your
art would have been less than it is," she mused, turning again
to the juror.
"Objection, leading," Clark said.
"Sustained," the judge said. "A minor violation. Ms.
Mendel is docked five minutes from final argument."
"Why did you risk the implant, Mr. Polk?" Erin
asked.
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, ' "It was . . . supposed to be safe." He had almost
forgotten the juror. Calendri sat sternly upright on his
uncomfortable chair, frowning ashe listened. Erin hadn't
wanted him. Ephraim couldn't remember anymore what had
made him demand this man. That moment had fallen into the
darkness that was eating him.
"How did you first realize that you were losing
memory?"
"How? I ... couldn't remember things." He blinked
at her. "One day I was thinking about the . . . the apartment
~here I grew up. And I realized that I couldn't remember the
name of the street. Or which city we lived in. It scared me."
He drew a deep breath, reliving that terrible sense of absence
and the panic that had seized him. "I spent all afternoon
searching old records, but I don't . . . I mean, my mother died
years ago, and I didn't have anything that told me what street
we lived on, or what it was like. I remember the apartment. It
was tiny. I remember her coming home late from her shift,
but outside-the street, the buildings-it's a blank." He stopped
for breath. Erin's eyes had unfocused for an instant, as if she
were accessing her implant.
"What about your father?" She nodded
encouragingly. "Did he ever take you outside?"
"I don't have . . . " He felt the blood draining from
his face. "That's not true. I do have a father. I think I got mail
from him when I had my first show . . . I think." He
swallowed. "Is he ... is he still alive?"
"Yes, Mr. Polk." Erin's eyes glazed again for an
instant. "He lives in the Palm Springs Oasis. I'll be glad to
give you his address after we're finished here."
"Thank you." Eprhraim stared at the old dark wood
oftbe railing in front ofbim. "I wonder bow be felt about that
show? I can't remember that, either."
"Ephraim." It was the first time in her questioning
that Erin had used his given name. She leaned against the
railing, looking down at him, and her voice was coaxing.
"Tell us about your work in progress. You call it Children's
Crusade, don't you?"
"Yes." The word came out a whisper.
"Will the plaintiff please speak so that we can hear
him?" the judge demanded.
"Yes," Ephraim said more loudly.
"What would happen to it when it was finished?"
"The Unwin Gallery in the New York Dome had
contracted to show it." He relaxed a little. "They showed my
last three works."
"Were they successful?"
"Yes." He wasn't sure where this was going. It wasn't
a matter of money, he wanted to tell her, and sensed that their
juror was getting restless. "I get a royalty every time someone
participates in the piece. And they' sell virtual copies.
Although you don't get the same effect."
"So Children's Crusade would have made you a lot of
money?" .
'''Probably.'' He shrugged.
"You speak as if you can't finish this piece. "
"I can't." He forced himself to speak up.
He thought she would ask him why-and he couldn't
tell her. But she didn't ask; instead, she nodded, then looked
IUpat the judge. "Your Honor, I would like to have the juror
experience Fields-a piece that Mr. Polk finished prior to the
malfunction of his implant. And then have him see the
unfinished piece, Children's Crusade-if we may?"
"Yes," the judge said, "you may proceed."
"Run Fields," Erin instructed the system.
The holographic projection was focused on the jury
box, but from his adjacent witness chair the images looked
only a little distorted, the sounds and scents barely out of
sync. Calendri sat very still, his eyes flicking from here to
there to follow the kaleidoscopic images. The piece ended.
Almost imperceptibly, Calendri seemed to shrug.
"Now this is the piece that Mr. Polk is unable to
finish," Erin went on doggedly. She had noticed that shrug,
too, Eprhaim thought bleakly. "You can compare them
directly. System, run Crusade."
There was nowhere to run, nowhere to hide.
Ephraim watched, unable to stop himself. The images pierced
him-children playing tag amidst the thornbrush huts of dying
Africa, a girl with tawny skin and a round Asian face beneath
a white headscarf carefully cutting the throat of a red and
black rooster while its scarlet blood ran down her arm, a boy
cradling a newborn kitten, two children peering through the
glassless window of a ruined urban building, a young child
fleeing through an open-air market with his arms full of
stolen clothes .... The glimpses showered down around him
like stinging rain, jagged and without power or cohesion.
Flute and percussion notes whispered in his ears and a breath
of icy air raised goosebumps on his skin. It didn't work with
the rooster's bright feathers, and the thick, crimson blood.
. "Thus we create ourselves eternally, in an innocence
that evolves into good or evil, but is never lost," Ephraim
whispered. Those were the notes in his working file. He
reached for that description, felt for the soul of this piece. It
was gone. Forever. In his brain, the stored images pressed
against the walls of his skull, and the access code was there,
so easy to invoke. Grief pierced him. Release them,. he
thought. Let the darkness eat it all, eat all that was left of
him-water of Lethe. At least he would no longer care. He
began to shape the code images.
"System, endit." Erin's words were close and loud in
his ears. "Ephraim, don't."
The anguish in her voice reached him. Ephraim let
the code fade, and buried his face in his hands. The pressure
of those images threatened to burst the walls of his skull,
scatter shards of bone like shrapnel, and maybe it would be
the best thing. "It isn't finished." He pressed darkness into his
eyes with the heels of his hands, wanting to blank those
incomplete images forever. "I knew how it was supposed to
work. I knew what I wanted. I knew how to finish it." He
drew a sobbing breath. "And now ... it's gone. I don't know.
. what I meant to do here anymore." He raised his head
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slowly and met Calendri's impassive stare. "I just don't
know."
"What don't you know, Ephraim?" Erin's quiet words
prodded him mercilessly.
"Playing on the street, going to school." The words
tore their way free. "It's gone. Wiped out. My father, and how
he talked to me, how he felt when I passed an exam, or when
I got hurt. Don't you understand?" He clutched the railing, his
nails biting the wood. "Did I tell you about a puppy I had? I
think I did, but I don't remember what I told you. You can
remind me, but can you make it part of me again?" He closed
his eyes briefly, his hands shaking. "How can I finish a piece
about the child that we were and are? I never was a child." He
bowed over the smooth wood. "I am not even sure that I am
human anymore," he whispered.
Silence filled the courtroom. And for nearly a
minute, no one said anything.
"That's all I have, Mr. Polk," Erin said, and there
was a roughness in her voice that he hadn't heard before. She
turned to the judge. "Is it about time for lunch, Your Honor?"
"Yes," the judge said. "At 1:00 p.m. we will
reconvene for Mr. Polk's cross-examination."
Slowly, Ephraim straightened, and. his eyes met
those of the juror. A brief emotion moved across the man's
face, but it vanished too quickly for Ephraim to identify it.
Pity, he thought bleakly. Pity for a loser. Then Erin's hand
was on his arm and she was guiding him back to his seat.
•
"Just a few more questions, Mr. Polk." Clark studied
his paper notes at the podium. Erin thought he would not
keep Ephraim on the stand much longer. This was a case
where every "I don't remember" answer only served to
illustrate the loss.
"You wouldn't have been able to make, your art
without the implant. Isn't that true?"
"What?" Ephraim looked so exhausted and
vulnerable. Erin' had to restrain herself from leaping to her
feet, rushing forward to interpose herself between Ephraim
and his attacker. But any objection to questions that were
entirely proper on cross-examination would only earn her a
sanction from the judge.
Clark repeated his question, and Ephraim replied,
"No. I still could have done it. When I still had my
memories."
"But you couldn't have 'done it as efficiently? It
would have taken a lot longer, right?"
"That's true."
"And your work might not have been as good?"
"Yes."
"Now, you did receive a copy of NeuroTek's
disclosure statement and product warnings before you had the
device implanted, didn't you?"
Ephraim's face showed that lost, perplexed'
expression that had become to him almost as habitual as his
guarded one. Once again, Erin found herself poised on the
edge of her seat.
"Let me help," Clark went on quickly, displaying a
document on the exhibit monitor. It was two pages long and
had a lot of words. "I won't waste the court's time by reading
this now. Mr. Calendri, I'm sure, is quite capable of reading it
for himself. And the judge will instruct the juror that these
warnings are legally sufficient under federal regulations. But
to sum it up, this does reveal the risk of memory damage to
certain users, doesn't it?"
"I guess ... if that's what it says. "
"And there, at the bottom of the second page, that's
your signature, isn't it?"
"Yes, it is."
"Indicating that you had received this copy of the
warnings, had read them, and understood them?"
"Yes."
"Thank you. I have nothing more." Ephraim's face
showed relief as he came down from the stand. Funny, Erin
didn't have any trouble reading/his expressions anymore.
"Is that it for me?" he whispered, as soon as he sat at
their table.
"Yeah," she told him. "Now it's NeuroTek's tum."\
Clark proceeded to call a progression of expert
witnesses-a neurobiologist, a product safety warnings expert,
an implant design expert, and a production cost analyst. By
now they, along with Clark and his legal assistants, were a
smoothly running litigation team. They hag all been through
this many times before, and each expert made his or her
points quickly and clearly.
On cross, Erin brought out how much they were
being paid by NeuroTek, how many times they had worked
for that company before,' how even the foundations Of
institutions that employed them were partly funded by
NeuroTek. As she inquired, she scanned thousands of lines of
their prior deposition and trial testimony, looking for any
inconsistency she might use to undermine their credibility.
But there were no major discrepancies, and explanations for
the minor inconsistencies had all been ironed out in the
previous NeuroTek trials.
"NeuroTek's commercials don't make any mention of
the risk of memory loss, do they?" she asked the safety
warnings expert. She displayed a series of holo images from
the implant's advertising: a stockbroker calling up quotations
by the second, students cramming for exams, a couple
blissfully engaging in sex from hotel rooms in different cities,
with none of the encumbering hardware.
"No," the witness conceded.
"And these fine-print warnings didn't do much for a
thousand other NeuroTek users who have been mind-
damaged by the implant, did they?"
For the space of a heartbeat, the expert looked at her.
Then he raised his eyebrows. Erin had gone too far; and in
that strange, involuntary communion that sometimes forms
between lawyer and hostile witness, they both knew it.
"Objection!" Clark shouted. "That's irrelevant and
highly prejudicial!"
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"Sustained." The judge looked at Erin, and the
waving spectacles now did not make her face look funny, only
grotesque. "Ms. Mendel, this is your second violation, and a
serious one: that remark also violates the court's pretrial
order. You are personally fined five thousand dollars, and the
plaintiff is sanctioned with removal of your final rebuttal
argument." The judge turned toward the juror. "You are
instructed to disregard Ms. Mendel's remark. The 'only injury
at issue in this case is the plaintiff'S."
Then the judge adjourned for the day; and Ephraim
looked at her, eyes open wide.
"It went a little better today," she said. "You did
great. I'm the one who screwed up." He had actually done
better than great. His testimony had been the most compelling
she had ever seen from the witness stand. She could only
hope that Calendri, the juror, had seen it the same way.
Erin closed her eyes. She hadn't slept more than
three hours a night since taking this case. Today she had' not
done much, if anything, to shake NeuroTek's expert
testimony. And she had lost one of the few plaintiff's
advantages, the opportunity to address the juror last.
Tomorrow would be her final chance.
Ephraim cleared his throat. She came back to
awareness, realized they were still at their table, alone in the
now-empty courtroom. How long had he been sitting there
quietly beside her?
"I' ... didn't think you understood when you walked
out yesterday," he said. "But you did. And you made me ...
say it. I didn't want to-at first I was angry. I'm not anymore."
"I think I do understand, Ephraim. The problem is I
just don't know how to put it into words. Maybe if I tried what
you do . . . scan all night, find the right images. . . ."
He was shaking his head, then smiled wryly. "A little
late to be learning new tools." His smile faded. "If you hadn't
stopped' me out there ... I would have evoked the interface."
He paused, his eyes on her face. "You have everything you
need," he said finally. "But it doesn't just come from here."
He pointed to his head. "It comes from here, too." He touched
her lightly, just below her collarbone, and that brief contact
ran through her like an electrical current.
"Maybe so." She managed to smile. It would be nice
to be able to talk to him about something beside this case.
"This is my problem from here on. You should go home, get
some rest. Tomorrow's a big day."
"I think we both should get some rest. No more
working most of the night, okay?"
How had he known that? "Sure," she lied. "I'll go
home and get some sleep." •
Ephraim didn't go home. Instead, he rode the mag-
lev out into the countryside beneath the darkening sky,
getting off finally at a deserted ag platform far beyond the
urban lights. The leaves of tall crop plants whispered in the
night breeze~neath billions of stars. The green-scented
darkness between the plants was the darkness that lurked
inside his head, waiting to eat him. He summoned the access
code images, and then, face turned to the stars, he banished
them. Forever.
He had made a promise to Erin, in that moment on
the stand when she had cried out to him to stop. He would go
on. The stored data would leak slowly through the faulty
interface, taking a birthday here, overwriting a moment of
love or laughter or loss there, until it was all gone. Then, the
process would end. He would be left with whatever scraps of
yesterday remained. Enough to know how much he had lost
He wondered if he would remember Erin.
The lights of the city-bound mag-lev appeared on the
horizon, sliding across the flat land toward him. It was time
to go back, if he was going to be in court on time. Ephraim
turned his back on the beckoning darkness and trudged back
to the platform. •
Erin closed her eyes and went somewhere else. In
bed, sleeping gloriously late, in a cabin somewhere in the
countryside with real windows. The sun is shining outside
and quail are calling and a slight breeze lifts the drapes. The
breeze carries the faint scents of wildflowers and pine
needles, and from beside her comes the smell of a man and
recent sex, how a certain man might smell after sex. Ephraim
...,
She raised her head, opened her eyes, and checked
the time: 12:47 p.m. She had no time for fantasy. Her chin
was wet, there was a sour taste in her mouth, and it was not
wildflowers nor pine needles nor man-scent she smelled, but
vomit. She flushed the toilet and went to the sink, wiped off
her face, rinsed her mouth. She hadn't thrown up like that for
years, not since right before her first trial.
God, she was a mess! A good thing she kept her hair
so short; long hair hanging into the toilet bowl while you're
puking your guts out could really spoil the appearance. She
checked: 12:52.
The testimony of NeuroTek's last two experts that
morning had gone no better for Ephraim than the day before.
Afterward, they had gone to lunch; she had just lost what
little she had been able to eat. And now, in five minutes, she
had to go in and give the final argument she was nowhere
near good enough to give:
Erin wanted nothing so much as to run-down the
hall, into the elevator, out of the building. They couldn't catch
her and make her come back to do this. But' Ephraim would
be left sitting in that courtroom by himself.
12:58. She had to go now. She walked into the
courtroom and when the judge called her name she got up
and stumbled to the podium, leaned on it for support. They
were all waiting for her to speak-the juror, the judge, Clark,
the media reps, a million viewers, Ephraim. Why would any
sane person put herself through this? It was, like his art,
nothing but an act of blind and unreasoning courage, like
diving from a cliff into a dark, unfathomable sea. And all she
had were her words.
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It comes from here, Ephraim had said. What does?
Then in her mind she heard another voice saying, "How do
you feel, Erin?"
. It was a question she had asked many, many times of
others-jurors, clients, witnesses-"how do you feel about. .. ?"
Now someone was asking her, in a man's voice that was not
Ephraim's. "How do you feel, Erin?" A flash of memory . . .
years ago . . . sitting across a restaurant table, her answer
coming to her lips even before that man who had been her
lover finished his question. "It doesn't matter." He had walked
out of her life two days later.
She looked up from the podium and tried to start
again. Calendri was watching her with an amused, slightly
quizzical expression. The vidcams in the back of the
courtroom rolled on; she was making a fool of herself in front
of millions of viewers. Letting Ephraim down.
It comes from here . . . and yes, she could feel
something building with tremendous pressure in her chest,
pushing up at her throat. There must be a deep well inside
her, she realized. She had thought it had gone dry long ago,
and then she had backfilled it in with rock and debris. But the
cavity was still there, under the surface, and it had grown so
, full that it was about to burst. It was pressing on her all
around from the inside, and now it had to go somewhere....
"The truth is, I'm standing up here scared to death."
Who said that? Was that her voice? What was she
, doing?-this was no way to start a final argument.
"I'm so scared, Mr. Calendri, because I'm not the
kind of lawyer Ephraim Polk needs. The kind he deserves.
Because there are only a handful of lawyers in the whole
'country who might be good enough to stand up to NeuroTek
and all its lawyers and experts and other resources. And I'm
not one of them. But I'm all he has."
The words seemed nonsense, drivel. Yet somehow,
in speaking, she found the strength to stand upright and step
back from the podium.
"And I'm scared of the law-that you might think that
the law requires that you let a corporation escape liability for
the injury it caused. That Mr. Clark might convince you that
the law says it's impossible for Ephraim Polk to win against
NeuroTek, Incorporated. But the truth is, the law says it's up
to you to decide ifNeuroTek's implant is defective."
As she spoke she walked slowly around the podium
to the center of the courtroom, into the arena itself, where she
had nowhere to hide and carried no arms but her speech and
gestures. She stopped two meters from the jury box and
looked Calendri in the eye. She wanted to tell the juror how
she had at first been angry about this case, because it seemed
impossible, and at Ephraim. Tell him how she had grown up
without parents, surviving on the streets in an urban kidpack;
how fear had been so much a part of daily existence that she
learned to survive by converting fear into anger. So that anger
became the substitute, the crutch, for every other strong.
emotion. Until she had met a certain man, a client. But if she
said those things, Clark might well object that her own
experience and feelings about her client were not relevant,
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and the traditional leeway given to lawyers in final argument
might not be enough to prevent the judge from sanctioning
her again.
So she could only draw upon her old experience and
new knowledge of her feelings to talk about Ephraim.
Through his testimony, Ephraim had done that himself, far
better than she could do. So she told how Ephraim's art had
affected others, how he had, through his images and his own
unfailing courage and honesty, brought out the true emotions
that lay inside every human and which we could all share.
She talked about the tragic, unfulfilled promise of Children's
Crusade, how that work above all could have cut directly to
the heart of each human being's past.
And so she tried to make the juror see how' the loss
of a person's past, the story of who that man really .was,
affected not only him, but the people who knew him. And in
so doing, she made him not merely Ephraim Polk, famous
artist, but Everyman.
Time passed without her noticing. The words came
to her mouth as if they had sorted themselves]. she had no
sense of selecting them or arranging them into sentences.
They only came-and they seemed to be the right words, and
true.. And when she again looked at Calendri, he was
following these words. She had his full attention. Perhaps he
even looked spellbound.
But her allotted time was almost up, and this was not
enough. She could not ask for his verdict out of sympathy.
Sympathy was the final appeal of the truly desperate.
Ephraim deserved better, and this juror would need a
rationale for finding the implant defective. He was, after all,
an engineer. His emotions might move him toward a decision,
but he would only make that decision if he felt good about it
intellectually, as well as emotionally. He would want to feel
good about it himself, and in the deliberation room he would
also think about whether he could explain his verdict to
friends and colleagues. So she would have to offer a rationale-
even if it was not as solid as the NeuroTek rationale, with all
those experts and the law standing behind it.
She realized all this instinctively, without
consciously working it out, within the space of a pause that
lasted no more than a second. She also sensed that whatever
instinct or . . . feeling had led Ephraim to choose this man,
Calendri might have at least one thing they needed to win this
case: strength, perhaps even courage, of his own.
"Mr. Clark has made a big point out 'of NeuroTek's
product warnings, how Mr. Polk signed the disclosure.
Ephraim did sign up for a NeuroTek implant, but does that
mean he signed up for memory loss? That he agreed to trade
the core of himself away, for a few years of doing his art more
efficiently? .
"NeuroTek's counsel also suggested-improperly, as
the judge said-that I use an implant. Well, let's be honest: I
do, and it's NeuroTek's, all right." She was taking a risk here, e
but gambled that Clark wouldn't have the nerve to object, 1
after having opened the door on the subject himself. "I
obtained an implant because I thought it would help me try h
cases better-and I, a lawyer, signed one of those disclosures
too. Unless you sign, they won't give you one of these magic
implants they advertise, that will make your whole life better.
And you think, those injuries are rare, bizarre accidents. It
won't happen to you."
Let the juror draw his own conclusions why Clark
had not signed up for an implant himself.
"So what NeuroTek has done, you see, instead of
making a safer product, they've tried to insulate themselves
with a scrap of paper. It wouldn't have cost much to eliminate
the risk of memory loss to users. But it costs them almost
nothing to circulate a disclosure. "
There-this was the right track to take with this juror.
Now, if she could find a finish that blended the emotion and
the reason. And the words came:
"NeuroTek's experts claim that it would take a
'significant' amount of money to produce an implant that
didn't cause these memory injuries. But the key testimony
came from Dr. Singh, when Mr. Clark asked him, and he
said, yes, but that depends on how you define 'significant.'
The judge will give you legal definitions of 'significant.' It's
come to the point where we rely on a judicial program to tell
us our law. But the law only defines the word in abstract
terms. It's up to you, to decide whether the amount of money
NeuroTek talks about is significant in comparison to the cost
of the story. of a human life."
Erin did not tell the juror to ignore the law. If she
tried to do that, the judge would cut her off, make her sit
down-tell Calendri to disregard her argument. So she had to
.make the juror understand his own power by inference.
. "At least that's one point we haven't passed yet. At
least we don't trust that progra'm over there to dispense
justice .. Dispensing justice has always been an awesome
responsibility, but, back in the days when we had juries of
twelve, it was at least not such a lonely one. That
responsibility now rests on you andyou alone, Mr. Calendri."
Her time was almost up; less than a minute left.
"Ephraim Polk doesn't want your sympathy. We ask
you for justice. And since justice is never served by the weak
Or the cowardly, it will take courage for you to do justice, all
by yourself. It will require you to show as much courage as
Ephraim Polk showed on the stand here yesterday. Maybe
more."
Then Erin was done. She took her seat, utterly
drained. The courtroom remained silent for what seemed
hours. Finally, Erin glanced up at the juror. He was not
looking at her or Ephraim, he was staring at the wall behind
the judge's image. She looked at Clark, who was immobile,
reading the papers in front of him. There was no sound from
the media people behind her either, not the usual rustle of
clothing or rattle of equipment.
Why wasn't anyone looking at her? Were they all
embarrassed for her? Had she made that much of a fool of
herself?
"Interesting summation," the judge finally said. She
had removed her spectacles and held them in front of her
chin, which only seemed to pull her features into an
expression of thoughtful repose. "I have never before had
counsel refer to me as 'that program over there.' It may border
on disrespect for the court, but I cannot find any precedent
that holds it improper. And it cannot be said that your words
were untrue."
Erin thought the judge's own comment was
unprecedented, at least in her experience. The judge's visage
turned from Erin to Clark. "Very well, then. Mr. Clark, you
may proceed."
Clark commenced his own summation from the
podium in a steady, wooden voice; she knew he would talk
about the law and interface designs and relative costs, but
Erin could not follow his words. She noted only that as Clark
proceeded, his voice and gestures gained conviction, and that
Calendri seemed to be following the defense argument with
close attention.
I am finished, Erin thought. There is nothing more I
can do. It was not enough. Yet, it was all I had. And I don't
know if I can ever do that again. She looked at Ephraim, who
was paying no attention to Clark, only watching her. Their
eyes connected and she could feel the well start to fill again.
I know I could never do that again, by myself.
, .
"I'll have to go visit him after this is over. My father.
I . . . I want to know what he thinks of me. Who we were-
father and son." Ephraim spoke to the cup of tea in front of
him, noticing with one part of his mind the tiny hairline
fractures that had begun to craze the white ceramic. Across
the table, Erin remained silent, toying with one of the small
fruit-filled muffins that the waitress had served with their tea.
She believed they had lost. Derocher had been right to drop
his case. Ephraim turned his cup slowly on its saucer,
watching her surreptitiously. Her face had taken on a gaunt
quality, as if she had lost weight in the last forty-eight hours.
She looked exhausted and ... beautiful. Last night's sadness
pierced him and he covered the moment by sipping at his
cooling tea. In:an hour, maybe less, it would be over, one way
or another. Success or failure, she would put this trial behind
her and go on to the next case. She would forget him. He
would forget her.
He didn't want to forget her.
"I thought lawyers played tricks with words and
laws." His words limped, rough and halting. "I thought that
was all ... there was to it. I didn't realize ... what you could
do. You made Calendri hear it, I think-what it means to me.
You made him understand." He spread his hands, shaken by a
sudden sense of impending loss. "Whether the decision goes
for us or against us, it was . . . art. I just want you ,to know
that. "
She looked up, finally, her sea-colored eyes flecked
with gold in the light from the window, a similar sadness
shadowing her face. "Thank you," she said. "Whatever
happens this afternoon, don't stop creating your collages. No,
wait." She leaned forward to lay two fingers against his lips,
stilling the denial he had been about to utter. "Even if you
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have no past, you are still human. You still have a soul. You
told me about raising that puppy the day you came to my
office-how much it mattered to you that it live. What you said
moved me, in a way I ... don't usually let myself be moved."
A faint blush tinged her pale cheeks and she shook her head.
"That passion is still part of you, Ephraim. You still have
your vision and your drive to make it live. You simply see
thingsJrom a different perspective than before. I know this,"
she said urgently. "Your strength is still there, even if you
have to use fewer images. Trust yourself, Ephraim."
She took her hand away abruptly, her pupils
contracting, eyes fixing on the wall behind him. "It's time to
go back. The judge says the juror has reached a verdict." She
held out her hand with a wan smile. "Wish us luck. We sure
did our best. "
He took it, trapped by the formality of dishes, and
table linens, and the other diners. "Thanks," he said hoarsely.
"Win or lose ... thank you. "
They. got to their feet in unison and filed between the
tables, barely noticed by the incurious diners.
Word had spread that a verdict was being returned,
and Erin and Ephraim had to shove through an even larger
crowd of media people at the courtroom door. They took their
places in silence before the bench. Clark was already in his
seat, managing to look triumphant in spite of his businesslike
demeanor. Ephraim stifled a brief anger against the man who
wouldn't take any risks himself but was willing to defend the
companies that took advantage of those who would. The
judge was waiting for them to be seated, peering over her old-
fashioned glasses. "That program," Erin had called her.
Remembering her defense of the AI system, in her office,
Ephraim stifled a smile. The judge raised her eyebrows at
Ephraim and cleared her throat.
"Counsel for both parties are present, and we are
back on record in the matter of Polk v. NeuroTek, Inc." She
called in the juror, and everyone waited for Calendri to
resume his seat.
"Have you reached a verdict?" the judge asked.
Calendri's expression remained serious and
unreadable. Ephraim had meant to watch him as Erin
delivered her final argument, but her words had caught him
up and he had forgotten Calendri entirely.
Ephraim found himself holding his breath. If they
lost-it would be Erin's failure. She would never let it be
anything else. That smug bastard Clark would smile at her,
and that smile would pierce something vital inside her-maybe
cripple it forever. For one brief moment, he wished he had
taken Derocher's advice and settled out of court. Wanting to
take her hand, Ephraim scrubbed his sweaty palms on his
thighs instead. Calendri stood slowly and deliberately and
faced the judge, not immune to the drama of the moment.
"Yes, Your Honor," Calendri replied. With his
notepad, he uploaded his verdict to the judge.
The judge seemed to study it for an eternity before
speaking. "The verdict is in proper form. I will now publish
it: 'I, Peter G. Calendri, the juror duly empowered to decide
/
this case, make the following verdict on the issue submitted t~
me.'"
Ephraim glanced at Erin; she had her eyes closed
and head bowed.
"Question: 'Was the NeuroTek cerebral implant
defectively designed or manufactured?' Answer: 'Yes.' Is that
your verdict, Mr. Calendri?"
"Yes, it is," Calendri said, without a trace of
uncertainty.
Defective. For a moment, no one seemed to
understand. Then the hiss of indrawn breath sounded from
behind and all around Ephraim, as if the courtroom itself
were sighing. And it hit him-they had wonl Erin had won. At
his table, Clark made a sudden sharp gesture, his face briefly
darkening. Erin let her breath out in a tiny, nearly inaudible
sigh as a buzz of conversation filled the back of the
courtroom. From the bench, the judge continued, using her
severe tone for silence.
"Causation and injury having been stipulated by the
defendant, final judgment is hereby awarded in the amount of
plaintiffs stipulated and statutory damages for medical
expenses, lost income, and pain and suffering. Proceedings
are now concluded."
Ephraim barely heard her. "You did it!" He flung his
ar~s around Erin, grinning at her startled expression. "You
won this, because you made him listen beyond the mere
words." And he kissed her. Hard. For real. For an instant,
she stood stiffiy in his embrace, then, suddenly, her posture
softened, and she was kissing him back. That knot of sadness
in his gut rose up inside Ephraim like a wave, bittersweet and
piercing. And he hid it. It would be unfair to her to let her see
it.
Someone Cleared their throat behind them, and
, Ephraim'released Erin, his face heating. "I'm sorry," he said.
She was smiling faintly, but it was a crooked, almost pained
smile.
"I wanted to shake your hand." Calendri was
standing there, a slightly amused expression on his face. "I
don't care much about art, but I've worked hard all my life,
and I make a good living, I've taken a lot of chances to get
where I am." He nodded. "If you're willing to risk yourself for
what you believe in, you don't need somebody stacking the
deck against you. " Calendri shrugged. "I had trouble
following Dr. Singh's testimony the first time, but I've worked
with enough scientists to know that a lot of good ones cdn't
communicate worth a damn, So in the deliberation room I
-reviewed the court recordings a couple of times, and finally
decided he knows his stuff better than those experts hired by
NeuroTek." He held out his hand. "Good luck. I hope you
make out okay."
"Thank you." Ephraim returned the man's firm grip.
Calendri nodded again, turned on his heel, and
strode briskly up the aisle. '
"Congratulations, Counselor," Clark paused on his
way out of the courtroom, briefcase under one arm, assistants
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lined up behind him, and his mouth twitching as he spoke.
"hoUgh I doubt that verdict will stand on appeal."
Ephraim decided that comment had really been
aimed at him, and it sounded none too confident. "Why not?"
Ephraim met his eyes. "I have the best lawyer."
Clark grunted, shrugged, and marched up the aisle.
The courtroom was empty now, except for the two of them.
The judge's image had vanished. Erin was looking at him
oddly, and he felt himself blushing again. "I'm sorry," he said
again. Lamely. "What about their appeal? What do we do
now?"
"I don't think NeuroTek has a chance. The judge
didn't make any legal errors, and the appellate courts are
doing all they can to protect what's left of the jury system."
She looked away, her eyes focused on the empty bench. "I can
refer you to a colleague of mine. She's a marvelous appellate
lawyer. She'll ... "
"Wait a minute!" He seized her arm, felt her flinch.
"You're quitting? Why?" His sudden anguish roughened his
voice. "I didn't mean to get so ... physical just now, if that's
the trouble."
"That's not the trouble." She smiled crookedly, still
refusing to look at him. "I let myself ... get emotionally
involved. I'm ... not objective anymore. I just can't continue
to represent you."
Not objective anymore. He looked down at his hand
on her arm, pulled her gently around to face him. "What are
rv,ousaying?" he asked softly.
I "I"\_ ...
"No, forget it. Don't say anything." He laid his
fingers on her lips, grinning like an idiot. "Words don't mean
anything. Not yet, anyway." Then he took her face between
his hands and kissed her again. Slowly.
And felt her smile.
•
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THE LANGUAGE CLARIFIER1
BY PAUL J. NAHIN2
rzhe idea for the invention came during the divorce.
He knew he was going to be screwed, but with the legal
mumbojumbo of the separation agreements, he couldn't
figure out how he was being screwed. Janet's damn
lawyer had drawn them up - he'd even given the go-
ahead for that, as he hadn't planned to contest her.
After all, he had been caught in a rather blatant, clear-
cut position of adultery. At the time, he had thought the
wild-passioned honey-blonde had been worth it, but
now he was beginning to have doubts.
He had a doctorate in semantics and was the author
of two scholarly tomes on the meaning and structure of
words, but Professor Willard Watson still couldn't
understand what in hell was going on. Did he or didn't
he get to keep the car? How about the house, the
savings account, the cat and dog, the antique hutch, the
silver, the ski equipment, the home library, the
television sets, and all the rest of the earthly possessions
collected over twenty-five years of marriage? And what
about alimony? Asking Janet's fathead lawyer led
merely to the receipt of additional incomprehensible
letters, notices, and other horrible documents. Just what
the heck did it mean to receive a letter saying: Notice is
hereby granted to Willard Watson, the first party of
aggravation with respect to the aggravated second
1 This story originally appeared in the May, 1979 issue of Omni Magazine. .
2 Paul J. Nahin is a professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of New Hampshire. A frequent contributor
to Analog and Omni in the late seventies and early eighties, Nahin now devotes the bulk of his energy to co-
authoring time travel textbooks with Sen Sova.
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party. Janet Watson" of an action for divorce, in the
County of Orange of the State of California. Actions
involved include but may not be fully delimited by their
listing here: the exposure of the second party to
loathsome disease by the first party due to participation
in perverted crimes against the order of nature; public
embarrassment of the second party due to the wanton.
unrestrained, lascivious behavior of the first party. The
second party maintains total freedom in the question of
complicity of action, and except in those cases where
litigation proves contrariwise, sues for all common
hereditaments, past, present, or future, to revert to the
second party, except for the sole ownership of items,
things, or other states of being in possession of the first
party prior to the initial date of marriage between the
first party and the second party.
Professor Watson was somewhat perplexed by all
this. So he hired his own fathead lawyer.
What Professor Watson. ended up with then was
twice as much paper that he couldn't understand.
Willard learned the truth of the old New England saying
"A man between two lawyers is like a fish between two
cats." So he fired his fathead lawyer, And he stayed up
for three straight nights, mulling over his desperate
situation until the idea for the invention came to him. He
quickly made an appointment to sell his old friend at the
college, Professor Sam Sklansky of the Physics
Department.
It was a cold, windy, and rainy day in early October
as Willard ran from the parking lot to Sklansky's office.
His shoes soon filled with water, and he squished his
way up the steps into the Physics Building. Even Nature
was dumping on him now.
Sklansky's door was open, and he walked in,
dripping, sloppy wet, with water. slushing out of his hat
brim onto the floor, "Hi, Sam, thanks for seeing me so
early in the morning." He stood there, looking like a
lone, forlorn weed in the middle of a growing pool of
water.
Sklansky, a brilliant, very direct sort of fellow,
looked quizzically back. "So what's the problem,
Willard? Any by the way, umbrellas, raincoats, and
boots have been invented! You some kind of health nut.
running around in the rain like nature boy?"
"Look, Sam, I'm desperate, and I've had a lot of
things on my mind besides the weather. I need your
help, and I need it fast, Janet's going to rake my behind
over the coals. but good. If I don't get someone to tell
me that the divorce' settlement she's serving on me
means?"
"Willard, you want to see Professor Shyster over in
the Law School. I deal in physical facts, mathematical
validity, in cosmic truth, not in the mental hash-mash of
lawyers!"
"No, Sam, another fathead lawyer isn't what I need.
I need you. I want you to tell me if my idea is possible."
So, good friend that he was, Sam listened. At first he
laughed hysterically, then he wrote a few equations, and
seeing a little hope, he wrote some more. Then he
became quietly excited, and finally, as Willard wrapped
up his arguments, Sam became hysterical again, but this
time it was with excitement. It could be done. The two
old friends shook hands and agreed to begin
construction that very weekend. Willard would provide
the description of the necessary syntactical
transformations, along with a complete table look-up
dictionary of all the required synonyms; antonyms. and
transitive verbs with irregular conjugations. Sam would
provide the electronic expertise, produce the wiring
schematics, order the parts, and do all the soldering.
It was just two weeks later that they stood in Sam's
laboratory, looking at their gleaming creation. A cubical
box, precisely 119 centimeters on an edge, it had a
smooth, featureless appearance, with the double
exception of two horizontal slots. One was marked
INPUT and the other OUTPUT. It was ready for
testing.
"Okay, Sam, you designed it. You can have the
honor of the first test."
''No. It was your idea, so you go ahead."
"Please, Sam. I insist."
''Well - All right, I do just happen to have a test
problem ready." So saying, Sam walked over to his
desk, rolled a fresh piece of heavy white bond paper
into his typewriter, and quickly snapped out in bold pica
letters: Liquid precipitation fell from the heights,
followed by the spherical solid version, with the process
terminated by the reserve transport in the gaseous state.
Sam took the sheet over to the machine, and with an
expression that was a mixture of glee and apprehension,
held it up to the INPUT slot, "Ready, Willard?" At the
nod of his friend's head, Sam pushed the paper in After
only a few seconds, another piece of paper shot from
the output slot. Both men grabbed it in midair, and
together read: First it rained, then it hailed, and fmally
the water evaporated.
"Well, I'll be damned!" they exclaimed in unison.
The Language Clarifier worked.
"Hey, hey, hey, Sam, it looks good, it looks good!"
Willard began to paw through his briefcase, looking for
his divorce papers. "Now I'll find out just what that
scheming wife of mine is up to!"
''Wait, Willard." said Sam, as he placed a restraining
hand on his friend's shoulder. "Let's not be hasty. We
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should really test it some more, Look here, I have a
copy of today's campus newspaper carrying an
interview with the Undergraduate Dean. Listen to this,
will you, the perfect test!" He read aloud; "Even in
institutions like our college, which may be expected to
have rather homogeneous populations, one encounters a
tremendous diversity in the family subcultures that
students come from, in addition to the idiosyncratic mix
of assets and liabilities that characterize them.' "
"'Wow, Sam - do we dare put that into it? It could
below the circuits!"
"Might as well find out if the Language Clarifier
really works, Willard." Sam soon had the Dean's words
typed in clear, crisp, sharp letters. He shoved them into
the INPUT slot, and the machine responded in seconds
with: No two students are alike.
"Son of a gun, Sam, look at that! The translation
actually makes sense, Try something else on it."
"Okay, Willard, Take a look at this - here's another
quote from the Dean; 'We thus encounter students
whose educational aims are crystal clear, as well as
others whose purposes have all the clarity of an
amorphous mist emanating from a thick cloud of
existential miasma.' " '
Quickly they typed this out and inserted it into their
machine, and they were soon in possession of the
machine's response: Some students known what they
want, and the rest don't.
"That's enough for me, Sam - it works! Now, where
the heck are those damn lawyer's papers!"
The rest is history: Willard found out what the
divorce was going to cost him. He still got screwed, of
course, but with the Language Clarifier deciphering the
papers from Janet's fathead lawyer, he knew precisely
how he was being screwed. Actually, Willard was really
unconcerned, as he and Sam expected to make a bundle
selling their machine to business, higher education, and
government. Their need for clarification was well
established. Let Janet have everything - secretly,
Willard was happy to be rid of the damn cat and dog.
He would recoup it all, and more, with the royalties
from the Clarifier. '
Willard let Sam handle the business end of the
Language Clarifier, and it was with some greedy
anticipation that he dropped in on him after the divorce
was settled. Willard was flat broke.
"Okay, Sam, give me the news. How are we doing in '
selling the Clarifier?"
Sam opened his desk drawer, pulled out a piece of
paper, and handed it across to Willard. It was a
cashier's check for five thousand dollars. "There you
are, Willard, your share of the proceeds from our first
three sales. And more to come!"
"Hot damn. Sam, I knew it! Who bought the first _
three machines - businessmen dealing with government
regulatory agencies?"
Sam grinned at Willard, "Professor Shyster, over in
the Law School, bought all 'three. "
Of course," exclaimed Willard, Slapping his
forehead with a hand, "Lawyers would be the prime
users of the Clarifier, wouldn't they? Why, with all the
ritual chants they produce, they'll be in the market for
Clarifies for the next fifty years. What's old Shyster
going to do with them, anyway?"
"Actually, Willard, you've got it backward, Shyster
is writing a law book, and he's found that his early
drafts weren't really up to par as far as the publisher is
concerned. Not scholarly-sounding enough, or
something like that. So the Clarifier is just what he
needed."
I don't get it, Sam," said Willard, with a puzzled
look on his face, "If Shyster's book isn't impressively
complex enough, how's the Clarifier going to help?"
Sam learned back in his chair with a pleased smile on
his face. "Willard, my boy, there's an old rule of thumb
in physics that says if a process works in one direction,
it will almost always be true that it can go the other
way, too." f,
Then Willard understood. "You don't mean, you
couldn't possibly mean -"
''Yep, that's right. I just moved a couple of wires
around, and now old Shyster just stuffs his clearly
written book draft into the OUTPUT slot, and the most
incomprehensible muddle you could possibly imagine
emerges from the INPUT slot. Should be a legal best-
seller. "
Willard was stunned, The irony of it was mind-
boggling! As he stared at Sam, his friend chuckled,
"Look at it this way, Willard, how many of the lawyers
who'll read it will really know, or even given a damn,
whether they understand it or not?"
Before Willard could respond, Sam's secretary put
her head into the office.
"Excuse me,' Professor Sklansky, but this large
envelope, from Washington, just' came for you
registered, special delivery, it looks important, so I
'thought I should give it to you right away."
Yes, good, thank you, Susan." As the pretty young
lady left, Willard found himself admiring her slender
ankles, the motion of her firin thighs under a snug dress,
her really spectacular bottom. "Careful, Willard." ,...
cautio~ed Sklansky, the always-observant physicist.
"As I recall, it was a blonde who did you in last time,
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and besides, she's the best damned secretary I've ever:1, had, so stay away from her!"
"Ah, I suppose you're right, Sam, but she is a nifty-
looking gal."
Hmmph," grunted Sam, who has been reading the
just-delivered mail. A slight frown was forming on his
mouth. "Listen to this, Willard, it's from the Chief
Legal Officer of Defense Research and Engineering in
the Pentagon. Remember, I wrote to them about. the
Language Clarifier - pointed out how they could use it
to decipher the thousands of proposals they get from
industrial contractors every year?" \
He read; " 'Replying to your communication of 28
October, we have, after analysis of the broad
ramifications of and pertaining to, in all its present and
future forms, the Language Clarifier, found it to present
a less than superior hold on the financial, economic,
reputational. and any other forms of gain, physical or
otherwise, of its inventors. In view of the willingness of
said inventors to receive and accept a yearly stipend, in
perpetuity, or for life, whichever terminates first, of one
million dollars. They shall also accept the impact and
import of the Military Secrecy Act of 1947, Title 12,
Section 19.321 (see attached forms). Return of this
document; with said inventors' signatures, will
0A constitute a mutually satisfactory agreement. Otherwise,
~. not.'"
Sam put the letter down on his desk and drummed his
fingers on the hard wooden surface. ''Well, Willard,
what do you make of that? He idly flipped through the
fifty-three single-spaced onionskin. pages of the 1947
Military Secrecy Act. "Frankly, Willard, it sounds to
me like the bastards are afraid to have the Clarifier
around! You know if the military boys can use it to
blow away the industrial proposal-writer's crap, I
suppose industry could use it to dig through all the
government's crud, too. Why, both sides would have to
make sense. Imagine that!"
"Christ, Sam, how the hell should I know? Look,
let's run it through the Language Clarifier - you still
have our prototype unit in your lab, right?'
"Right, Willard, Let's go!"
A few minutes later the INPUT slot gobbled up the
Pentagon letter. Then the attached Military Secrecy-Act
of 1947 followed. A full forty-three seconds ticked by
as the Clarifier mulled over its latest task. Deep in its
bowels a few transistors grew hot, ananlplifier
oscillated with feedback, and a mechanical gear-train
drive almost ground off a tooth or two. But finally the
Clarifier finished. It ejected its response.
Sign the agreement, forget you ever heard of the
Language Clarifier, and you get a megabuck a year for
life. Don't sign the agreement, and they toss you in the
slammer and throwaway the key.
Sam lives in Hawaii now, retired from teaching, and
is writing a book on the physics of hanging ten. Willard
quit teaching, too, married Susan, and it would be
indelicate to discuss what they are doing. Once a year
they meet in San Francisco, split the million bucks,
have a few drinks at Fisherman's Wharf. and ride the
cablecar.
Oh, yes, Sam was right, Old Shyster's book was a
best-seller, thus proving you don't have to be smart to
get paid a million bucks for forgetting what you know
and doing nothing.
Quite often, merely being a fathead lawyer is
sufficient.
19075 Chancery Street East
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The Arraignment
By Anita Brenner!
"Damn! I'm late again!" .
Gina Brown maneuvered her rebuilt 1968
Mercury Cougar into the last remaining parking spot.
The morning sun glinted off the waxed black imitation
leather coupe top and the fresh but cheaply painted
body (Penzoil Yellow) reflected the profile of the
19-story Criminal Courts Building.
At least Gina was running distance from the
back entrance. Hopefully, her new keys would work
on the freight elevator. The keys were slightly illegal
and very overpriced. Gina had paid $20.00 to one of the
janitors in anticipation of mornings like this.
The freeway had been jammed and the traffic
down Olympic was intense. Then there were buses
crowding the intersection of Spring and Temple. Gina
wondered why no one took the Metro Rail these days.
Sure, there had been a few aftershocks earlier in the
week, but tremors were S.O.P. in Los Angeles.
Personally, Gina blamed the video release of Volcano.
To make matters worse, it seemed as if all the radio
stations were suddenly into Third Wave Ska. Gina
hated Ska. She hated Ska more than morning traffic.
She hated the pseudo "Indie" labels, which were really
shell corporations for the big recording. companies.
Even technopop House Music would be better than
pretend Ska, thought Gina.
Gina switched off the ignition, grabbed her
briefbag and rushed out of the car. Felony arraignments
would start in five minutes. The parking attendant
nodded as Gina ran toward the back entrance. She was
clad against the summer heat in a white camisole and
navy miniskirted suit, her dark hair secured by fuchsia
silk.
The marshal at the gate smiled as Gina ran by.
He liked the click of her heels on the parquet tiles, the
flash of her legs as she scooted into the service elevator.
He knew that Gina was too young to have been issued a
Grade Four ID, a spot in the judge's parking lot, as well
as a master key to the private elevator, but she was not
the first Y0U!lg public' defender to have finessed the
system.
Inside the elevator, Gina breathed deeply. She
wanted to focus. It had been a normal Monday morning:
1Anita Brenner is a practicing attorney in Pasadena,
California. According to her, The Arraignment is the first'
installment in a series of inter-related stories all revolving
around the same characters.
:, coffee du jour at Starbucks, a jog home across San
Vicente: past thick-calved, ozone-reckless power
walkers, latex yuppies piloting neon green (or yellow)
mountain bikes, then a quick shower and the race
downtown.
She loved L.A. She adored cheap sushi,
designer tacos, personal trainers, gurus, Tex-Mex
cuisine, Latinos, Koreans, Chinese-from-Hong Kong,
Chinese-from- Taiwan, Chinese-from-Saigon. And
tattoos. Tattoos everywhere. But most of all, Gina loved
the Los Angeles County Public Defenders Office.
Ding! The elevatorstopped at the fifth floor. Two
steps and Gina entered the arraignment court.
."Hi Marc!" she said to the clerk. "How was your
weekend?"
Marc Nelson shoved a stack of files across the
counter.
"You've got three manslaughters, two rapes and
seventeen residential burglaries. And this one. It's filed
as murder. Some guy shot up a UFO."
Gina grinned at Marc, took the files and turned
to the lockup. She would read the pleadings while she
waited for the custodies to be brought down by the
sheriff. UFO's! That Marc was such a card.
• Gina's grin quickly faded as she began to read
the file. Wowie zowie! It really was a UFO!
It was 11:30 a.rn, before the arraignment judge
.called the U.F.O. case. The Times reporter sat in the
front row, next to journalists from the Herald and a
spotter for Court TV.
"Good mornin' your honor: Gina Louise Brown
for defendant Wilbur Lewis, who is present and in
custody."
. The judge intoned the standard phrases, "Do you
waive reading of the complaint and statement of rights,
counsel?"
Gina paused for dramatic effect. "So waive, your
honor."
"Bail is set in the sum of ten thousand dollars and
the preliminary hearing is set in this department for July
24, at 8:30 a.m."
.Gina pretended to ignore the surprised looks of
the Court personnel and court-watchers. It was highly
unusual for Judge Torres to keep a "prelim" in his own
court because he was assigned to preside over
arraignments, not preliminary hearings.
The California preliminary hearing, as in the case
of Orenthal James Simpson, was a procedure which
gave the court a chance to weed out weak cases. If
there was no reasonable cause to believe that a crime
had been committed or that the defendant was the
perpetrator, the judge could dismiss the case. There
were a half dozen municipal courts in Downtown Los
Angeles which were assigned to handle preliminary
hearings. There was only one felony arraignment court.
If the judge felt that there was some evidence that
the defendant had committed a crime, the defendant
would be "held to answer" or bound over to superior
court. Very few defendants were lucky enough to have
their cases dismissed at the preliminary hearingstage
and this usually happened when the complaining
witnesses failed to appear in court.
At the moment, Gina was content because Judge
Torres had set Mr. Lewis' case for preliminary hearing
in his own courtroom and, more importantly, because
Judge Torres set bail in a reasonable amount.
The bailiff gestured toward the lockup, but Gina
took her time. She shook hands with her relieved client,
whispered a encouraging words and patted his shoulder
before turning to leave. On her way out, she nodded to
the defendant's mother, wife and uncles in the back row
of the courtroom. Hopefully, her client would be out by
midnight. Tomorrow, her real work would begin.
Sushi Mayaka was a tiny one-chef sushi bar, a
calm oasis a few blocks from the Criminal Courts
Building in downtown Los Angeles. Gina sat between
Haversmith, her supervising attorney, and Tyler; the
law clerk. They requested and ate order after order of
yellowtail.
Several Saki trays later, Gina made her move.
"Boss, I'd like Tyler to work with me on the UFO
case. We've had students work with us before and he
understands the work-product privilege and the need for
confidentiality. "
Haversmith stretched. He pulled a pipe from his
pocket and began to fuss with it. When contemplating,
the Boss looked like an older version of Clark Gable.
Gina wondered what the Boss had been like when he
was young.
With measured words, Haversmith replied.
"Gina, maybe we should take you off that case.
You've only been with the office for two years. A case
like this can get rough. .Once the press gets wind of
what's really going on, there will be political pressure
which will distract from the defense of the case. You'll
have other murder cases. "
Gina took a deep breath before she began to
speak.
"Boss, I'm a hair's breadth away from cracking
this case wide open. The defendant was scared to death
when the UFO landed. He's innocent and I have a
professional obligation to help him. Besides, the
preliminary hearing is next week and no other attorney
can prepare that quickly."
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The reference to preparation was a bald-faced lie
and both Gina and Haversmith knew it. Only Tyler,
who still operated under the illusion that attorneys spent
hours in the library, believed Gina.
Haversmith leaned against the back of the
delicate-looking, but sturdy chair. He fussed some more
with his pipe. Then he spoke. .
"All right," said Haversmith, "but no funny
stuff. Remember your duty to your client."
On the morning of July 24, Gina arrived
uncharacteristically early. It was the morning of the
Prelim.
Wilbur Lewis had posted bail. Demonstrators
milled outside the courtroom. Some of them wore
uniforms from Starship Troopers. Others were dressed
as elves and warlocks. The scariest were the ones in
grey suits. MI6.
Tyler followed closely behind Gina, carrying
two huge black briefcases. Wilbur Lewis wore a blue
blazer dark slacks, white shirt and 'rep' tie, courtesy of
the Pasadena branch of the public defender's office.
Inside the courtroom, Marc Nelson grinned at
Gina. Tyler frowned. Gina looked at Wilbur Lewis and
pointed to one of the chairs at counsel table. Lewis sat.
Tyler sat. Gina stood poised in the center of the
courtroom.
"All rise," 'intoned the bailiff.
And the case began.
The evidence was simple. A Los Angeles Police
Department patrol had responded to a disturbing the
peace call. The officers observed the defendant, a
middle-aged housepainter named Wilbur Lewis, holding
a tire iron in his left hand and a 12-gauge shotgun in his
right. At Lewis' feet lay the remains of the alien.
Cute-looking. Big eyes. The kind in those UFO books.
But this one was real ...
The detective, resplendent in his tan polyester
suit, testified that Mr. Lewis had made a full
confession. The defendant had Seen the UFO land. Half
the neighborhood had turned out to watch the victim
exit the space vehicle. No, unfortunately the confession
was not on tape, but Mr. Lewis admitted that he had
discharged his weapon in the general direction of the
victim and his ship. No, unfortunately there were no
witnesses to the confession. No, unfortunately, there
were no witnesses to the shooting. No, Mr. Lewis had
no prior arrest record. This was his first offense.
The detective was excused and left the
courtroom.
Next, the prosecutor introduced the coroner's
report into evidence. The ten-paged typed report stated
that the victim was a two-hearted, three-lung, bug-eyed
alien. There was one entrance wound on the anterior
sternum (or where the sternum would be) slightly left of ..
midline. There was no exit wound. Fragments of a_
heavily-splintered 12-gauge slug had been recovered
during the autopsy.
The metal fragments. were now secured in a
sandwich baggie. The prosecutor introduced the baggie
and its Contents into evidence.
And then the prosecutor ended his case in the
customary way, "Your honor, the People rest."
Gina wondered why district attorneys always
referred to themselves as 'the People," but she pushed
the thought from her mind. She used sense relaxation
techniques to focus her attention on the judge.
The honorable Andrew Torres, age 47, was a
former running back from Stanford, with a law degree
from UCLA. He was basically a nice guy, married to a
pediatrician, but clearly over-burdened by the task of
raising four teenaged sons. The courtroom was' his
refuge. At least it had been his refuge before this UFO
case had landed. But Judge Torres was duty-bound to
see this tragic, albeit high-profile, case to its conclusion.
Judge Torres turned to Gina.
"Do you have any witnesses, counsel?" asked
the judge.
. : ,,''No, your honor, but the defense does have a .~
motion. , ' ~/
"Proceed."
Gina began her argument.
"Your Honor, the defense moves for a dismissal
of this action on the grounds that the facts presented do
not constitute a crime under the laws of the State of
California. Penal Code section 187 defines murder as
the unlawful killing of a human being, or a fetus, with
malice aforethought+ The feticide provisions were added
in 1970, but the case law prior to the amendment
illustrates the problems presented by this case."
"For example, in the Keeler case, the California
Supreme Court issued a writ of prohibition, effectively
dismissing a murder prosecution, where the victim was
an unborn fetus. Although that Court did not defule the
term 'human being,' it referenced the Legislature of
1850, which, and I quote, intended that term to have
the settled common law meaning of a person who had
been born alive."
Judge Torres adjusted his glasses and shifted in
his chair. He wished it was lunch time.
"Do the People have any response?"
The prosecutor stood and began his argument. •
"You honor, it is undisputed that the victim had ~
intelligence, perhaps an IQ higher than Einstein and
Feynman combined. The Code does not refer to 'homo
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sapiens.' It refers to 'human beings.' From Aristotle to
-.,AHegel, we have defined the quality of being human
"turning on intelligence. In 1857, the United States
Supreme Court succumbed to the limits of historical
precedent in the case of Dred Scott versus Sanford,
when they held that slaves could not be citizens for
purposes of diversity jurisdiction. While it is true that
today's case is one of first impression, if we allow the
killing of aliens, then it is but a slippery slope to the
killing of gays, minorities or anyone who is different."
Apparently exhausted by this effort, the district
attorney slumped to his chair.
The judge again looked at Gina.
"YOUl:Honor," she began, "the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit recently
addressed this issue in a case out of Idaho. In Santana v
Zilog, a toxic exposure case, the Ninth Circuit held that
Idaho's wrongful death 'statute does not support an
action for demise of a non-viable fetus. That Court held
that the point at which a fetus becomes a 'person' poses
an obvious moral and philosophical dilemma that
cannot be easily solved with logic. Therefore it is up to
the legislatures of the various states to write statutes
which extend the traditional meanings of 'human being'
or "person' to include a fetus, or as in this case, the
,talien." To Tyler's unpracticed eye, Judge Torres
appeared thoughtful, perhaps Solomon-like, as he
looked around the packed courtroom. Actually, the good
judge was silently counting the members of the press.
"Hell's Bells!" muttered the good judge. This
story would be in the L.A. Times, the Daily Journal,
the San Francisco Chronicle, Time and Newsweek. He
hadn't seen this many reporters since 1996.
A hush fell over the courtroom as the judge
began to speak.
"I am not prepared to rule on your motion at this
time. The motion to dismiss is taken under submission.
Miss Brown, do you have any witnesses?"
"Yes, Your Honor, the defense calls Wilbur
Lewis to the stand."
The bailiff guided the defendant to a spot by the
court reporter, where the clerk had him repeat the oath
to tell the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth. Then Mr. Lewis sat in the witness box. They all
fussed with the microphone and the questioning began.
"Mister Lewis, can you hear me?"
"Yes."
c& "Have you ever testified before?
" "No, this is the first time."
Gina smiled. She and Tyler had spent hours preparing
the defendant.
"Did you shoot the thing, this alien on the night
of July 4?"
"Yes."
"Why did you shoot it?"
"Because it wasn't human and it landed in my
yard. It's ship knocked over that flamingo thing the wife
likes."
"Did you think it was human?"
''No.''
"Had you ever seen one of these before?"
"Just on TV. On a show about abduction."
'Were you afraid of being abducted?"
"Not after I shot it."
Gina finished and the prosecutor began to
cross-examine the witness. He cross-examined Mr.
Lewis for nearly two hours, but the testimony remained
essentially the same.
Meanwhile, Judge Torres' right eye began to
twitch. The dreaded moment approached. Soon, it
would be time to issue his ruling. And with the press all
packed in the courtroom like so many pancakes.
"Any further argument, counsel?" the judge asked
hopefully.
"Submitted, your honor." said Gina.
"Submitted, your honor." said the prosecutor.
"Very well," sighed Judge Torres, "This is a
difficult philosophical issue and one where I invite the
Legislature to amend the Penal Code. However, the
thrust of our Constitutional right of due process
requires that citizens be given notice of prohibited acts.
It is unclear under present law whether the killing of an
alien is a prohibited act.
There was muffled shout from the back of the
courtroom. Then, footsteps. Without turning, Gina
knew that the backup bailiffs were about to eject a
concerned citizen.
Judge Torres continued.
"Accordingly, the charge of murder is dismissed,
but the defendant is to be charged with the lesser
included offense of unlawful discharge of a firearm.
Although the felony matter is closed, the defendant is
ordered to present himself to Division 82 on August 4,
to be arraigned on the misdemeanor complaint. Court is
adjourned."
Gina turned to congratulate her client. She gave a
few interviews. Tyler carried her bags. Then it was time
for some cheap sushi.
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People v. Kiveg- Ho
,Supreme Court of the Exxon- ADM
Mars Colony, 2104.
232 Mars 1002, 10 O.P. 3rd 2256
cunntnqharn, Justice.
The outgrowth of organized, violent crime from
our sister planets, most notably old Earth and its primary
natural satellite, Luna, has been a source of concem and
worry for this court for some several decades now. Of
course, many of those offenses, loosely considered
felonies accompany mankind everywhere it expands;
being, as they are, part of perhaps some basic human
psyche. However, the carefully orchestrated, gangland -
based theft crimes, now regarded by most of the solar
system's high courts as "super- larcenies", are not loqical
extensions of passion and social i,nterplay. Rather they
reflect a sad transition our frontier citystate has under-
gone. A metamorphosis from rural culture to urban, from
peaceful and innocent to hostile. The particular case at
hand is one of first blush for our court. It deals with the
felony murder rule and whether ,it can be employed in a
circumstance where government suppression forces, in
attempting to apprehend a team of heavily- armed off-
world bank robbers, wrongly discharged military 'seek
and find" ammunition in a pressurized commerce bubble,
killing fourteen hostages.
Facts
On Thursday, August 23,
2101, at 10:00 a.m. MST, a cargo barge, the Alan Mist III,
departed Phobos station and plugged into the Mars Entry
Grid. This barge, ostensibly carrying 25,000 tonnes of
raw grain for the factory complex outside Olympus Mons,
broke from its assigned course and dropped out of
tracked space at approx. 10:09 MST. Local traffic picked
it up on the outskirts of McKenna's Crossing, a small trad-
ing post near the mining head at Copperbett. Within min-
utes the barge had agrounded' (an aeronautical term
meaning the ship had touched down without proper gravi-
ty adhesion). Defendant Marcus Kiveg- Ho, an alleged
Norwegian- Chinese criminal mercenary in the employ of
the Chia- Don, one of the asteroid bett mobs, then led a
five- man strike team into the village, bypassing the auto-
,
"
mated defense beacons and burning open-the plasteel
hull to the local bank, First Conglomerate Savings, wi~in
a matter of fifteen minutes. "" ::
Kiveg- Ho proceeded to hold all twenty customers 'and
five bank tellers hostage while ,he and his men systemati-
cally -rernoved all of the institution's platinumcashpl~te.
Unbeknownst to Kiveg- Ho, a teller had acdvated a -silent
alarm under her workdesk, alerting regional pollee-to the
robbery in progress, "
.cotonlal Response Units, commanded by Captain
Hans Uber of the Army reserve, and manned by elements
of the Fifth Mechanized Infantry, arrived on the scene in
less than ten minutes from their remote staging area at
8eodux.' " '
Withoot consuitinqlocal constabulary j Uber ordered
an immediate assault on the' bank. Soldiers, armed with
state- of- the- art KYO mutti- pulse railguns, breached the
robbers' defenses and entered the bank itself at 11 :23
MST.
At this juncture, fighting became extremely dense.
Kiveg- Ho made an abortive attempt to reach the barge,
, Uber's forces trapped him in the bank. It became appar-
ent to Uber that Kiveg- Ho, whose firepower was consid-
erable, could hold out indefinitely in the rear quarter of the
bank vault. Here, he made his first crucial error. He
ordered his men to load- up with "seek and find' ammuni-
tion. This volatile and experimental ordnance theoretically
can identify targets by heat signature. However, the mUi-
tary has tabled its use until further study can be made of
the reliability of the targetting functions. '
Next, rather than treat for surrender or telecom for
advice from regional HO, Uber deployed an incursion
force with express orders to fire at will. . '
In the ensuing firefight, Kiveg- Ho and his cohorts dis-
charged over six thousand shells. Many struck the
Colonial soldiers, who, wearing ceramorganic body
armor, were unhurt. None struck any hostages.
However, fourteen of said hostages were struck and
killed by the "seek and find" ammunition, which, apparent-
ly malfunctioning at a basic operative level, defaulted to
any heat signature within a certain proximity, and sought
them out relentlessly.
Holding
The defendant appeals from a conviction, by
human jury, of first degree felony murder as the result of
the deaths which occurred during the armed robbery. The
court of appeals affirmed, citing Redline, Saker-
Wraghtand Sears. For reasons hereinafter following, we
reverse and remand for trial at the colonial adversary •
level in keeping with this decision. ~
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People v. Kiveg-Ho
Supreme Court of the Exxon-ADM Mars Colony
232 Mars 1002, 10 O.P 3rd 2256 (2104)
Analysis & Discussion
Reversed, without dispositive orders:
The facts have already been stated.
Captain Uber directed his infantry to fire at will.
His use of seek and find ammunition caused the
hostage's deaths.
The First District Appellate Court
followed Redline and Sears. Redline, an ancient
Terran case from the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, held that a defendant was not
guilty of first degree murder where his co-felon
was killed by a police officer in a gun battle
initiated by the defendant. Commonwealth v.
Redline, 137 CA.2nd 472 (1958). The
Pennsylvania Supreme tourt held that even
where the firefight was initialed by the defendant,
he would not be guilty of felony-murderwhere he
did not fire the shot that killed his co-felon.
In order to support a .conviction, the
appellate court could more properly have cited
the dissent by Justice Bell with its call for the
courts to "stop coddling, and stop freeing
murderers, communists and criminals on
technicalities made of straw". (137 A.2nd
472,483)
Reported by: Thomas E. Himrod.
We are compelled to reverse and remand
for trial. There may be few communists left at
this time, but unfortunately murderers and
criminals are still with us. If the defendant is to
be convicted, it must be as a result of the
operation of law.
The felony murder rule cannot be'
extended to cover Kiveg-Ho under the latest
formulations of the rule. Under.the rule a killing
whether intentionalor unintentional is first degree
murder if committed. in the perpetration, or
attempted perpetration of certain serious felonies,
which include robbery and burglary.
The appellate court cited Sears, whose
conviction was reversed, because the specific
intent to commit the mayhem could not be shown
merely from the injuries to the victim. Something
more had to be shown. The court said it could
not first presume an intent and then transfer the
intent to create a first degreemurder conviction.
People v. Sears, 401 P.2nd 938 (1965), a
California case was also relied upon. In Sears a
defendant killed his stepdaughter by striking her
• Thomas E. Himrod is a practicing attorney in downtown Los Angeles, California.
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with a steel pipe. The trial court had held that
felony murder could be proved using mayhem as
the underlying felony. The discussion stated that
felony-murder depends on transferring intent to
commit the underlying felony over to the murder
charge in order to support a murder Conviction.
In the classic felony murder, a robber who
intends only to rob can be convicted of murder if
he "accidentally" kills his victim so long as he
intended to commit the underlying felony. The
Sears court held that this intent to commit the
felony in question must be shown from the
evidence, and cannot be inferred merely from the
injuries.
The court below may have read these
cases but has cited them incorrectly. These cases
properly lead to the opposite result. The Court
below was not asked to presume an intent and
then transfer it to create a first degree murder
conviction. Intent to commit a bank robbery can
easily be inferred from the elaborate planning
involved in this robbery. A cargo barge was
taken over and Defendant Marcus Kiveg-Ho then
led a team of men into the local bank by burning
a hole in it. Victims were present as he removed
all of the platinum cashplate. Thus, burglary and
robbery were both committed and the intent to
cause them can easily be inferred. However, it is
on the causation issue that the case against
Kiveg-Ho founders.
We cannot follow Redline which states
that where the killing is performed by the forces
of law enforcement, it cannot be attributed to the
defendant. The Redline approach states that if a
gun battle breaks out and a killing occurs at the
hand of a victim, police officer or soldier, it
cannot be held to have occurred "in perpetration"
of the robbery. Malice aforethought cannot be
attributed to the robber. The purpose of
deterrence is not served where the shooter is
someone other than the felon.
There is another line of reasoning which
is more powerful. In the California case of
People v. Gilbert (1965), 408 P. 2nd 365, the
court examined the case where the defendant
initiated a gun battle. The defendant committed
an act likely to cause death and the victim or
police officer reasonably responded by killing an
accomplice of the defendant. The defendant is
guilty of murder independent of the felony-
murder rule. He or she has simply caused the'
murder.
We are presented with a more difficult
case here. It cannot be said here that the act of
the military were reasonable, much less
foreseeable. Captain Uber, who did not consult
with the local police, commenced an immediate
assault on the bank premises without attempting
to locate any hostages. Of course the activation
of the silent alarm and the time of day should
have informed him of the likely presence of
hostages. He failed to seek instructions or
communicate with the defendants. He just opened
fire, He may have relied on the "seek and find"
ammunition but this was completely
unreasonable.
In initiating the firefight, Uber ran the,
risk of the hostages being killed by Kiveg-Ho and
his men even if he were convinced that the
hostages were not vulnerable to "seek and find"
ammunition. As it turned out, the hostages were
not hurt at all by defendants' bullets, but only by
those of the soldiers.
The hostages were killed as a result of
acts that were unreasonable, unforeseeable, and
remarkably negligent, reckless, and stupid. They
were thus independently caused and not the
proximate result of Kiveg-Ho's actions. We
could have applied the felony-murder rule had
defendant initiated a gun battle.
Hard cases make tough law. We deeply
regret the facts that even though the defendant
initiated a court of action which eventually 'led to
the deaths of fourteen people, he cannot be said
to have caused their deaths in a legal sense.
Responsibility for their deaths must be placed
squarely on the shoulders of Captain Uber who
unreasonably 'gave the order to fire at will.
We do not say that third parties must in
every case behave "reasonably" in order that a
conviction is supported. But the defendant must
do something more than simple armed robbery
and the third party victim or police officer must
respond in some way that is reasonably
connected to the crime in a logical sense.
Defendants in the Lunar riots were properly
found guilty of murder where their manipulations
of computer controls caused phasers to be locked
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on kill rather than stun, despite the fact that the
security personnel used the weapons in situations
where even the stun setting was unjustified.
Lunar Authority vs. Bruce, 10 Luna 1010, 20.P.
2d 1712,2050.
There are even convictions in cases
where the provocative act caused an unthinking,
automatic response which caused death. Use of
beryllium knives caused a stabbed cargo
Gillies,'J. andNakatsuma; J.; Concur.
crewman to struggle reflexively and strangle a
rescuer while he was unconscious. The wielder
of the beryllium knife was convicted in the case
of Space Authority vs. David, 9 Luna 12, 5 O.P.
1712 (2060).
But the extreme circumstances of the
above cases show a far greater causal connection
than in the case of Kiveg-Ho.
The conviction is reversed.
by Cunningham, PJ., sitting alta judicia
Mandatory Post-Disposition Statements:
These averments are required by Article V, Section 65, para. F(3) of the Martian
Constitution, as amended on September 5, 2086, and are made under oath by the court clerk, Ms. Janice
Wong:
CNo artificial intelligence monitoring was permitted during the panel evaluation of this matter.
§455.7(g) MCCP, §§23(t)-34(d) West's Off-World Penal Codes
CAll bench officers were tested for the interDef cranial virus prior to hearing the case. A forensic examiner
certified each justice as being in a non-mind-altered mental state prior to argument. .
Reversal of Hyman Jabonowitz, 343 Olympus Law Journal 3420 (2094)
-evidence of contamination now presumed unless pre-hearing tests conducted.
CA preliminary injunction prohibiting holocam reporting was filed in a timely and proper fashion by the
court clerk two weeks prior to the hearing.
NBC Nightly News v. Exxon Supreme Court, 5 Mars 875 (2057)
CAny and all alien observers were radon-tagged and cataloged at the gallery entrance.
Guardianship of Gertrude Messner, 65 North Carolina ExtraTerran Appellate Court 8521 (2088)
-un-tagged alien onlookers undergo violent, unexpected, non-voluntary metamorphosis in
courtroom, killing all present. .
Tower of Aman-Rathe
KJeradan, Omega System
(circa. 2089)
Known popularly as the Oracle of Land's End, Aman-Rathe functioned
officially as a government-approved inquisitor of violent felons on Kleradan.
Rathe was half-Omegan, half-human, and fully telepathic. He considered his
psychic abilities a great curse and, as a result, lived an isolated existence.
Criminals accused of especially heinous acts were often brought to him by
the local prefects of police. For a price, Rathe would enter their minds to
determine guilt or innocence. By the end of 2090, defense counsel had
successfully barred the use of Rathe's talents by the government. Introduction
of such evidence, they argued, was a manifest violation of the Kleradan
Constitution's directive against self-incrimination. Rathe disappeared under
suspicious circumstances in 2096.
L 'Chaut U'de, Director, Mind's Eye Institute, Hedelpbi
8EWARE THECREATURESOF THENIGHT-- THEYHArE lAWYERS!
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For the varicus violaci.ons de-
scribed. above, t!:.e defenda..-t:is
liable for 20 yea--s incarce-~tion,
$1 million in fines, and revocation
of his cedical license. :n:.e defen-
doub.:
Osing methods, means, treatments, and
devices not approved by the FDA, the defendant
administered said treatments to individuals he
alleged he had prior agreements with. Since
these individuals are unquestionably ~, the
defendant has also engaged in the mortuary
sciences without proper license in violation
of N.Y. Code Ann. Section 13-399 (2) (0) (X)
and open the
and trustees
the court to e::join
sort ~~e lega~~ies and ramifiCations
defendant's ac--s· .
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.Want to read more Wolff & Byrdt
.You can catch the end of this courtesy re-print in the next issue of the Science Fiction Law
Journal. But to see more than that, you're going to have to pick up a copy at your local
. book shop. '
.• Ifyou have comments about Wolff & Byrd, or want more information about subscribing,
check out their website at: http://www.edgeglobal.comJexhibit - or you can e-mail them at:
j~fkj_~~~!itm1@9.Q_m.p')J~l<ry.~!fQm.
.Attached below is a back-issue order form. Good Reading!
#13: It's unlucky issue 13, and everything goes wrong! Sodd's case
finally goes to trial, with unexpected results, and a major twist happens
in Byrd's love life. Pinup by Bughouse's Steve Lafler.
#14: New Orleans, Dracula, an eerie old mansion, a popular horror
author named Ayn Wrice, a romantic tryst with Chase Hawkins-all
add up to a spicy gumbo for Alanna and Jeff! Pinup by Mr. Monster's
Michael T. Gilbert.
#15: This special 32-page issue contains three short stories: "The
Statue of Limitations, " "The Returnsof ROgerRizzoli," and (back to
New Orleans again) "The Littlest Loup Garou." Pinups by B.C. Boyer
(Hilly Rose) and Jim Wheelock. Bonus: heavier cover stock.
#16: Sodd's saga finally comes to an end, in an epic 27-page
story highlighted by guest art from Steve Bissette, Bernie\"f[Jj;;~:';;;-----:--~ Wrightson, Jeff Smith, Charles Vess, and others. RickVeitch
L supplied the hilarious pinup page.
Greatest Writs: This 40-page special reprints the story from W&B #1 ("Herbert Has Risen
from the Grave") and includes two short stories from the comic strip collections reformatted for
comic book size: "The Boogeyman" and "To Sue or Not to Sue." With its heavier cover stock, this
makes a great introduction to the series for newcomers (and is an inexpensive way to get the out-of-
print issue #1 story).
Th~ ColI~ct~d Comic Book Issues, '
Case Flies, Vol. I (3rd printing)
• Includes issues 1-4
• Contains background info on
the creation of Wolff & Byrd,
along with the very first
drawings of the characters
• $9.95 ($10.50 Canada)
Case Flies, Vol. II
• Includes issues 5-8
• Bonus: Little-seen 3-page
Halloween story
• $9.95 ($11.50 Canada)
Case Flies, Vol. III
• Includes issues 9-12
• Includes hard-to-find X-Filesend
Rosemary'sBaby parodies
(#9 & #10)
- $9.95 ($11.50 Canada)
Th~ Collected Newspaper Strips:
Supematural Law
• 14 complete stories
• Foreword by Michael T. Gilbert
• 12" x 9", 72 pages
- $7.95 ($9.95 Canada)
Fright Court
.15 complete stories
• Foreword by LarryNiven
• 12" x 9", 72 pages
-$9.95 ($11.50 Canada)
r-----------------------------,
I Ple~sesend me the following items:' . I
I -- copies of Issue #13 @ $2.~0 __ copies of Supernatural Law@ $7.95 (+ $2.00postage/handling) I
I -- copies of Issue #14 @ $2.50 __ copies of FrightCourt@ $9.95(+ $2.00 postagelliandling)
__ copies of Issue #15 @ $2.50 __ copies of Case Files vol. I @ $9.95 (+$2.00 postage/handling) I
I __ copies of Issue #16 @ $2.50 __ copies of Case Files vol, II@ $9.95(+$2.00 postageihandling) I
I -- copies of Greatest Writs@ $2.95 _ copies of Case Files vol. III@ $9.95(+$2.00 postage/handling) I
I Name I
I I
I Address City State~ Zip I
I II Amount enclosed: $__ Send check or money order to: Exhibit A Press, 4657 Cajon Way, I
Dept. 17, San Diego, CA 92115L ~ SFW~p.43
Los Angeles
Superior Court Calendar
Monday, June 6, 2084
By Julian 'Wentworthi
Central Branch
III N. Hill St.
MetroCity; General Assembly Zone GAZ 1652@47o -
Dept. 23 [Non-Complex Civil Trials]; Room 323
Mary-Anne Julliota, Judge; S.D. Mann, clerk ~(213) 974-1342; I.Hernandez, bailiff
9:30 a.m. call:
1) Wainright v. Lopez Space Launch (VC009794-n)
2) Kelleher v. Genetic Sampling & Research (VB01112390 consol.with VC6765198)
3) UnitedMining Amal. v. Lunar Labor (H23-76)
11:30 trailing
1) Sally Mae Co. v. Allen Accelerators (VC093451)
2) In re LIV Jasper Suns (VU45)
3) Open Slots: 12-34
Dept. 11 [Probate - Master Calendaring]; Room 2129
Curtis Orr, Judge; G. Frem, clerk - (213) 974-3435; F. Wallace, bailiff
9:30 a.m. Real Property call:
1) Conservator's Sale, Estate of Bryson (BPOOI134) [non-Terran assets]
2) Settlement Division, McMillan Fiduciary's Lien Trust (BPOOI126) [off-world funds]
3) Estate Sale, lIn theMatter of the Telepathic Will of D'Chacka, an Alien (BPOO14456a)
1:30 p.m. Trials and Arguments:
1) Jose Mellendez, Public Administrator, v. Estate of Gallevios (SP239849) [off-world tax sheltering]
2) O'kPal's dead children v. O'kl'al'sliving children (EPI954345) [stored intelligences contesting
intestate share given to bodily-endowed offspring]
3) Questions Relating to Samuel Jacobs' Martian holoWill (BP365534) [general inquiry by the
Probate Inspector, allegations of undue influence, diplomatic soundness issues]
4) Estate of Howard-Suarez (BPI002) [interstellar travel time dilation raises questions as to intestate
hierarchy] .
5) Estate of Chang (BP26641) [decedent's will prays for sterilization of all clones]
6) Kelso Trust and Components (YP35994) [trustor brought back to life by unknown alien
technology, seeks recompense of distributed funds after statutory expiration]
7) In theMatter of Horaphios's Claim, (GP45) [android servant seeks intestate child's share;
constructive trust]
Dept. 75 [Industrial Espionage Inquiries]
Ora F'Chaijee-X, Judge [a non-human visiting bench officer]
R.Plaga, clerk - (213) 974-5900; T.O. Black. bailiff
10:00 a.m. Initial Accusations
i Julian Wentworth is a Santa Monica attorney specializing in civil litigation. SFW~p.44
_1) Arax Corp. v. Jerome Keller, a Person (IE2125-9) [non-criminal conversion, breach of
employment contract, unfair disclosure]
2). InterNeurite Syndicate v.Millicent Yamashita, a Person (IEI25-7) [falsified information transfer,
',.' meditech biologics, the Warden Act]
3} People v. ZimmerBalance, Inc.; Shockley Group, real party in interest (VC827763) [criminal use
of artificial intelligence to invade corporate databanks, "ferreting", discard and nullity]
. 4) Unterbach& Sons v.Derr Jonas 6, a Non-Person (IE28) [non-criminal impersonation of a human;
treat and reduction]
'5) UnitedBarricades v. Acme Signage (IEr43431 ) [illegal reproduction of stratospheric cloud murals,
generic espionage]
6) Bedside Brothers, a Store v. Sally Shin, anAlien (IE56798) [system sabotage, intentional
destruction of corporate records, ,fraudulent documentation]
Dept. 238 [Non-Human Family Law Disputes]
Hotha.Hedfeak, Visiting Judge; G. Lawrence, clerk - (213) 974-7622
rms COURTROOM HAS BEEN QUARANTINED DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF ALIEN
LARVAE NESTING IN THE GALLERY. SEE INTERNET SITE FOR DATA.
Dept. 197 [Aggravated Felonies]
Thomas Carter Onga, Judge; R. Young, clerk - (213) 974-7455
D. Yinme, bailiff
9: 15 a.m. Pre-hearing Status Call:
1) People v. Guttierez, (#121) [criminal battery, theft of an airshuttle, split-level larceny]
2) People v. Samosas, (#122) [felony murder, federal orbital bank robbery, possible jurisdictione shift] *
3) People v. Johnson, (#127) [counterfeit credit traffickpacking, pirate-use of contraband mastercads,
breaking and entering - autotelling machine, prohibited neuro-net alterations]
4) People v. Totta, (#119) [second degree murder ofa recognized sub-human)
5) People v. Graham,(#134) [felony use of alien mind erasure technology]"
6) People v. Jefferson, (#104) [off-world slave trading, black market tax evasion]
7) People v. Shubis, (# 126) [sexual molestation of a neophyte android intelligence] *
8) State of Arizona v. Colooris, (----) [transit venue matters --- quasi-estoppel]
9) People v. La, (#48) [illegal genetic enhancement, on-world slave trading] *
10) People v. Lopez, (#133) [wheel conspiracy]
11) People v-.McDanaphee, (#49) [illegal transport of biotoxic 'chemicals, intentional removal of viral
gelpackets from research laboratory]
12) People v. Ling, (#140) [aggravated assault, failed micro-grav prison escape, theft of orbital taxi]
13) People v.Hendricks, (#141) [mercenary killing]"
*Qualifies for Capital Punishment Panel Review
12:45 p.m. Penalty Phase Scheduling
[case roster unavailable at press time]
3:20 p.m. Writs of Transit
1) State of Arizona v. Colooris, (----) [tvm-qe - nuclear firearm charges J
2) People v. Trellis, (WT3) [removal to federal central district]
3) People v. Liporra, (WT7) [request for venue change, LunaPlex]
&4) People v.DelRey, (WT4) [request for venue change, Mars Colony]
,., 5) People v.Hampton, (WTS) [request for venue change, Belt Stage]
SFW~p.45
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